COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES LIMITED
ONE-HUNDRED-AND-FOURTH BOARD MEETING
To be held 7:00 pm, Thursday 1 November 2018
Studio Theatre at The Mercury Theatre Balkerne
Gate, Colchester CO1 1PT
AGENDA – Part A
(Open to the public)

1.

Welcome, Apologies & quorum

2.

Declarations of Interest by Board Members and Officers
Members and officers to declare any interests not in the Register

3.

Minutes of previous meeting (Page 3)
To approve as a true record the minutes of the meeting held on 12 September
2018, and to deal with any matters arising

4.

Voice Your View

ITEMS FOR DECISION
5.

Appointment of Alexandra Szaboova as new Board Member (Verbal)
Anne Grahamslaw, Chair of the Board

6.

Appointment of Vice Chair of the Board (Verbal)
The Board to appoint a Vice Chair
Candidates list: Cllr Nigel Chapman

7.

Strategic Risk Register Review and presentation on proposed
development of risk management process (Page 13)
Brian Richardson, Director of Resources

8.

Internal Audit Charter (Page 41)
Brian Richardson, Director of Resources

9.

Adoption of Repairs Policy (Page 55)
Matt Armstrong, Head of Asset Management

ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION
10.

Customer Plan Review (Page 73)
Karen Williams, Head of Housing
Kirk Braker, Head of Operation

STANDING ITEMS
11.

Medium Term Delivery Plan Assurance Report – Q2 (Page 87)
Brian Richardson, Director of Resources

12.

Strategic Plan Assurance Report – Q2 (Page 97)
Gareth Mitchell, Chief Executive

Continued overleaf
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13.

Finance Assurance Report (Page 105)
Brian Richardson, Director of Resources

14.

Committee Minutes (Page 111)
Board members are invited to ask questions and comment on the minutes of:
Finance & Audit Committee

4 October 2018

15.

Forward Look (Page 117)
An update of future decisions required and items to be discussed at future
Board meetings.

16.

Any Other Business



To be noted: Electronic vote to approve the 2017-18 Annual Report
Approval of minor amendment to Staff Code of Conduct

17.

Exclusion of the Public

18.

Confidential Board Meeting
Items contained within confidential information pack for Members:
 Confidential Finance Assurance Report
 Chief Executive’s Report
Forthcoming meetings:
Meeting Dates
Monday 10 December 2018
Thursday 21 February 2019
Wednesday 24 April 2019

Colchester Borough Homes Ltd
Company Number 4843624
A Company Limited by Guarantee
Registered in England
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Minutes of the Hundred-and-third Board Meeting of Colchester Borough Homes
Wednesday 12 September 2018
At Room 1, Rowan House
Colchester CO3 3WG
Present:
Anne Grahamslaw
Cllr Nigel Chapman
Glenn Houchell
Cllr Phil Coleman
Cllr Cyril Liddy
Michael Campbell
Julie Parker
Geoff Foster
Gareth Mitchell

In Attendance:
(Chair)
(Vice Chair)

(Chief Exec)

Staff
Mark Wright
Karen Loweman
Brian Richardson
Gerardine Murphy
Matt Armstrong
Angelique Ryan
Tracey Brushett
Andrew Grimwade
Luke Tappenden
Dan Gascoyne
Janice Smith

Director - Property Services
Director - Housing
Director - Resources
Service Development Manager
Head of Asset Management
Head of HR & Governance
Head of Housing Options
Rough Sleeper Co-ordinator
Business Intelligence Officer
Assistant CEO, CBC
(Central Consultancy)

Owen Howell

Board Assurance Officer (Minutes)

Residents
Mrs. Patricia Stevens
(and her sister)
Mr Shane Jones
1.

Apologies and quorum

1.1

Apologies received from Michala Carey. The meeting was declared quorate.

1.2

The Chair welcomed a prospective candidate for the upcoming Resident Board
Member vacancy, Shane Jones, and Mrs Patricia Stevens who would be
speaking at ‘Voice your view’.

2.

Declaration of interests by Board Members and Officers

2.1

There were no new declarations of interest.

3.

Minutes of the meeting held on 24 April 2018 and Matters Arising

3.1

Two minor amendments were requested:
 Differentiate clearly between staff attending and residents attending the
meeting
 Correct an error in the number of ‘aye’ votes recorded at 5.5 (Should be 8)
It was clarified that the dissenting Member (Geoff Foster) for the Board decision
at 5.5 had asked to be named, and this was reflected in the minutes.

3.2

The minutes were approved for the Chair to sign, subject to the amendments
mentioned at 3.1. Action: Owen Howell to amend minutes for sign-off.
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4.

Voice your view

4.1

Mrs Patricia Stevens, a leaseholder, spoke to raise her concerns as to how CBH
should be more proactive in helping to resolve complaints that she has raised in
respect of her neighbours.

4.2

Karen Loweman confirmed that she had already engaged with Mrs Stevens to
seek to resolve the complaints that had been brought to the Company’s
attention. She committed to following this up to seek resolution, with a report to
be given to Board Members to detail what actions are taken to this purpose.
Action: Karen Loweman to continue to work with Mrs Stevens and report back to
Board Members (confidentially).

5.

Reduction to one Board Vice-Chair from 1 November 2018

5.1

With a reduction in the number of Board Members, Board was asked to approve
the reduction in the number of Vice-Chairs from two to one. It was confirmed that
this was possible within the current terms of the Memorandum and Articles of
Association.

5.2

Decision: Board voted to approve the reduction to one Board Vice-Chair.

6.

Appoint Cllr Phil Coleman to the Business Opportunities Panel

6.1

Cllr Nigel Chapman, as the chair of the Business Opportunities Panel, seconded
the Chair’s nomination of Cllr Phil Coleman to the Panel, succeeding to the
membership previously held by Cllr Mike Hogg. Decision: Board approved the
appointment.

7.

Amendment to Trading Protocol

7.1

Gareth Mitchell summarised the decision being requested, to transfer delegated
authority for approving high-risk trading opportunities of up to £50kpa turnover
away from DMT and to the Business Opportunities Panel. He confirmed that
Colchester Borough Council’s approval for this amendment had been sought and
received from Dan Gascoyne as the Council’s representative. To note: the copy
of the Trading Protocol which was included in the meeting pack has been
removed from the version available to the public, owing to potential commercial
sensitivities.

7.2

Decision: Board approved the amendment to the Trading Protocol.

8.

Strategic Risk Register

8.1

Brian Richardson confirmed that no new strategic risks had been added since
the previous Board meeting.

8.2

Views were sought from the Board regarding oversight of risk, and whether a
Board risk champion should be appointed, or whether this was unnecessary and
that references to this position (in the current Risk Management Policy &
Strategy) should be removed. Internal Audit have recommended that the Board
make a decision on this to clarify our approach to risk management.
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8.3

Board was of the view that the post was unnecessary and could cause
confusion. Finance & Audit Committee conduct in-depth scrutiny of risk, with
further oversight of risk and the work of the Committee carried out by the full
Board.

8.4

Decision: Board approved the removal from corporate documents of references
to a risk champion and confirmed its view that this post is not currently required.

8.5

Board accepted the Strategic Risk Register as presented.

9.

Health & Safety Policy Statement

9.1

Mark Wright presented the Statement and explained that the Strategic Health &
Safety Policy was reviewed on a biennial basis, but that CBH had a statutory
duty to annually approve and publish a Health & Safety Policy Statement. Minor
changes had been made and, in line with HSE best practice, the Statement
would, once approved by Board, be signed by the head of paid service. It would
also be signed by the Chair of the Board, to reflect the Board’s overall
responsibility/liability in this area.

9.2

Decision: The updated Health & Safety Policy Statement was approved for
signing nem. con.

10.

Annual HR Report

10.1

Angelique Ryan took questions, explaining that:
 Pay protection (where an employee who is moved to a lower-paid position
retains their original salary for a set time). CBH had followed the example of
CBC, who had already reduced their pay protection period. CBH now offers
two years pay protection, rather than three.
 The Bradford Factor is in use to monitor sickness absence, it identifies and
accumulates a score when employees take repeated short absences and is
used to address any potential problems or health concerns.

10.2

Board queried whether the staff turnover rate would need to be under the
national average if CBH was to become a Times Top 100 employer, and
questioned how we compared to other employers in our sector. Action:
Angelique Ryan to seek this data relating to other housing providers.

11.

Annual Equality & Diversity Report

11.1

Angelique Ryan explained that CBH did not have a statutory duty to provide
comprehensive data on our gender pay comparisons. This only applies to
organisations employing 250 or more staff. CBH management have received the
data relating to the median pay gap. Board requested to see a copy of the report
and statistics provided to management on this issue. Action: Angelique to
provide this information to Board Members.
Board questioned what level of gender pay gap was considered significant.
Whilst CBH had a mean pay gap of 2.7% (in favour of women), CBC’s gender
pay gap was 6% (in favour of women) and the national average was 17.4% (in
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favour of men).
11.2

Board questioned whether the 75+ age demographic relating to tenant data
should be split into 75-84 and 85+, given increased life expectancies and the
needs analysis which should be carried out.

11.3

Board asked if there were any plans to target areas where we have a high
percentage of ‘no data’ recorded, and seek to increase the data we hold.
Angelique explained that the move to using iTrent was helping us build a more
complete picture of our staff.
A great deal of tenant data had been gathered over the course of the Tenancy
Audit Programme, but this had not included leaseholders. Ways to increase our
knowledge of leaseholder data are being sought, but it was explained that data
would only be collected for specific and appropriate reasons, and would not be
collected if there were no appropriate reason. Karen Loweman explained that
collecting leaseholder data is more complicated than collecting tenant data, as
many leaseholders do not live in their leasehold properties.

11.4

The following topics were covered:
 Board was given assurance that all employment law statutes were being
adhered to, and that there were no current compliance concerns.
 Angelique expanded upon the report to say that staff are all informed of rights
to maternity/paternity/shared parental leave.
 The confidential telephone counselling service for staff was described. This
service is linked to our employer’s liability insurance.
 Flexible working and the Working Smarter Project were summarized for the
Board Members who had joined the Board after these had been introduced.
Gareth Mitchell emphasised the difference between the statutory duty to
provide flexible working options, and the more comprehensive and proactive
approach that CBH had taken to flexible and remote working.

12.

Annual Safeguarding Report

12.1

Karen Loweman informed Board that the Safeguarding Policy would come up for
review in 2019 and that Members are invited to question this annual update
report and highlight any areas which they would like officers to address both now
and as part of that review. Board members had recently attended training on
safeguarding children and adults to assist their understanding of County wide
process and local responsibilities.

12.2

Members highlighted the pace of change relating to safeguarding issues, as
reflected in the report. Members asked if we have the ability to identify any
potential backlogs in referrals (as the number of referrals increases due to
increased awareness and reporting), holding up referrals from reaching us.
Board further asked if CBH had statistics relating to which agencies and
members of staff were making referrals, and asked for details of the advice
available for staff who needed guidance on making referrals. Karen Loweman
gave assurance that all front-line staff are trained on what to report, when to
report and how to report concerns. A feedback process is now in place to report
back to the on investigations into each reported ‘Cause for concern’ (the term
used by CBH for reported safeguarding concerns). This ensures that reporting
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officers are given information about what action is taken. Karen agreed that the
Policy must ensure that all reports of safeguarding concerns are escalated to the
appropriate levels.
12.3

Cllr Coleman briefed fellow Members on CBC’s current work on safeguarding,
including the Observer Programme, involving CBC and CBH staff to be
observant of potential causes for concern during interactions with the public.

13.

Annual Report from Finance & Audit Committee

13.1

Glenn Houchell, Chair of the Committee, introduced the report and explained the
new approach which had been taken in compiling this. More information was
included than in previous years’ reports, with more substantive detail. The Chair
welcomed the new-look report and Board agreed that this style and content had
produced a more informative and interesting report.

14.

Medium Term Delivery Plan Report - Quarter 1

14.1

This is the first new-look update report on this plan, showing focussed and
relevant performance information. Future reports would be further tailored to
further improve the performance information coming to Board, and hone the
oversight of our KPIs and organisational highlights with CBC.

14.2

The fourfold increase in customer use of Housing Options’ self-help online portal
(in Q1 of 2018/19) was explained as resulting from the increased awareness of,
and signposting to, this portal following the enacting of the Homelessness
Reduction Act. Karen Loweman also noted that the 2,548 people accessing the
portal during Q1 would include members of staff who were accessing it to test its
functionality, in addition to service users. The use of this portal has eased the
pressure on our staff at the public-facing hub at the library.

14.3

The current lack of detail in the ‘Letting Homes’ section of the report was
questioned, and Members questioned what was expected from the ‘Empty
Property Meeting’ mentioned. Mark Wright assured Members that, although the
KPI for ‘Letting Homes’ was currently red, this was due to a small number of void
properties undergoing unavoidable lengthy structural works, which had to be
included under the terms of our participation in HouseMark benchmarking. CBC
understands and accepts this, and our performance is within target, if these few
properties are excluded.

14.4

Officers were asked why the buying-back of former local authority homes would
have an impact on performance. This potential impact can occur if the stock is
bought back by CBC and then unexpected necessary works are identified and
required before the stock can be let to new tenants.

14.5

Mark Wright further highlighted the fluctuation of void numbers during Q1 and the
challenges this has caused. Void numbers have ranged from two per week up to
sixteen per week. The rate is now at the lower end of this scale, and CBH
expects a reduction in the number of void properties for 2018/19, compared to
initial forecasts.

14.6

Karen Loweman responded to a question regarding a dip in ASB incidents in Q3
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to say that there was no identified cause for this, but that figures did fluctuate
from season to season.
14.7

Gareth Mitchell pointed out that the Customer Satisfaction measure was a ‘work
in progress’ with efforts being made to source reliable satisfaction data from
across CBH, making this less focussed primarily on Property Services
satisfaction data.
Likewise, Housing Options and Homelessness is being worked upon following
the introduction of the Homelessness Reduction Act. All housing providers
across our sector are having to tackle this and it is expected that it will take at
least six months until housing providers can effectively monitor performance in
this area.

15.

Strategic Plan Assurance Report – Quarter 1

15.1

Gareth Mitchell gave assurance that the Amber ratings for each area of the
Strategic Plan were not cause for concern, but were indicative of the early stages
in which the work coming from the delivery plans is at. All are in progress, with
ever-increasing engagement by colleagues across CBH.

15.2

Regarding highlight number three under the Community Plan, Karen Loweman
clarified that the joint project with St Helena Hospice to research final-year, endof-life care primarily involved those who don’t currently access hospice services.
Statistics gathered had indicated that residents of social housing are less likely to
access hospice care. Hospice representatives are working in and around our
sheltered schemes to discuss options with residents and give advice. They are
also running training sessions for CBH staff and the staff of some of our partner
organisations. Gareth Mitchell explained that this project was part of a larger
project to examine end-of-life care across the region.

15.3

Regarding the progress measure ‘% of employees who would recommend CBH
as an employer’, Gareth was asked what CBH would be satisfied with. Gareth
explained that staff feedback was a key part in evaluating progress within the
People Plan, alongside certain quantifiable indicators.

15.4

Responding to questions about recruitment, Gareth informed Board that CBH
continued to struggle to recruit staff in some roles (e.g. Property Services
operatives in fields where there is a strong demand across the country).
Mitigation actions are continuing, such as apprenticeships, involvement in a
national graduate scheme (GEM), investing in existing staff etc. Staff who had
recently been TUPE transferred from CBC to CBH were fitting in well. Gareth
confirmed that there were no current plans to TUPE further CBC staff or teams in
to CBH.

16.

Rough Sleeper Co-ordinator project update

16.1

Andrew Grimwade (Early Response Rough Sleeper Co-ordinator) and Tracey
Brushett (Head of Housing Options) presented their report to the Board.

16.2

Andrew and Tracey differentiated between the work being done to help rough
sleepers into accommodation (or back into their properties, if CBH tenants), and
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the work being done by CBC and the Community Safety Team to tackle
aggressive begging. Work done to help rough sleepers back into their homes has
included assisting with reconnecting utilities to properties, helping find keys and
supporting tenants who have had difficulties in maintaining use of their tenancies.
Andrew has also succeeded in reuniting some rough sleepers with their families.
Concerted efforts are being made to co-ordinate the agencies involved (such as
CHASUP meetings and the weekly Town Centre Action Group briefing).
16.3

Gareth Mitchell stressed the importance of using the correct terminology and
differentiating between rough sleepers who need support and intervention
(sometimes assertive intervention), and aggressive criminal street beggars who
should be subject to sanctions and enforcement of the law. It was explained that
public confusion regarding this distinction has an impact on our work and support
in the community. CBH is working with CBC on a public awareness campaign
and joint communications plan.

16.4

Board was given a progress update on various subjects, including:
 The purchasing of the houses currently being bought, some for temporary
accommodation and others to increase the general needs housing stock.
 A reinstated lodging scheme, which aims to set up lodging arrangements for
24 households in year one.
 Housing First Pilot with Sanctuary Housing Association to provide housing
for individuals with challenging needs, with services then provided to help
address these needs and challenges, from behavioural problems to
addiction and other difficulties.

17.

Finance Assurance Report

17.1

Brian Richardson highlighted that the Management Fee will increase to reflect
the staff TUPEd to CBH from CBC, but this has not yet happened, leading to a
short-term deficit being recorded on Fee income versus expenditure (at 4.1)
which is at a £100k variance from what was otherwise expected.

18.

Report from Chair of Resident Panel

18.1

Michael Campbell briefed the Board on work done at the meetings of the new
Resident Panel. Five residents and four Board Members attended the first
meeting on 25 June, with officers in attendance. The topic for consideration was
the repair service and how this can be further improved alongside the updating of
the Repairs Policy and Handbook. Michael gave a summary of the views
expressed by residents.

18.2

The second meeting was held on 9 July, attended by four residents and five
Board Members (including the Chair and the CEO). Views were sought on further
ideas for the Repairs Policy and Handbook. Again, a summary was given of the
issues and suggestions put forward by residents, which were taken forward and
included in the update process for the Repairs Policy and Handbook.

18.3

A demonstration of the draft Repairs Handbook was given on 10 September, with
further feedback sought from the eleven residents who attended.
Future meeting details
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18.4

20 November 2018: Understanding tenancy management, ASB and complaints
13 February 2019: Rent collection, support services for those in debt
17 May 2019: Understanding the Housing Register and Homelessness
July 2019: Maintaining assets and delivering capital improvements
October 2019: Facilities management and development
December 2019: Housing services for older people
The forward plan for the Resident Panel can be altered to include consideration
of different issues and areas, should this be wished. Action: Owen to circulate
this list of dates and subjects to all Board Members.

19.

Committee Minutes

19.1

Glenn Houchell highlighted the work done by Finance & Audit Committee on
Internal Audit matters, on scrutinizing the 2017-18 Financial Statements and on
the Committee self-assessment and discussions on succession planning.

19.2

Brian Richardson confirmed that he would soon circulate the Red and Amber
risks, as listed on CBH’s Operational Risk Register. These have been reviewed,
updated and re-scored. Committee will then be able to discuss these online and
at the October Committee meeting. Action: Brian Richardson to send these out
to members of F&A Committee.

20.

Forward Look

20.1

The Forward Look was accepted.

21.

Any Other Business

21.1

Members’ activities
Various dates: Induction sessions with staff and the Chair – Cllr Phil Coleman
10 July: Colchester Youth Awards presentation – Michael Campbell
31 July: Chairing training – Michael Campbell, Cllr Cyril Liddy, Geoff Foster
21 August: Safeguarding Training – Michael Campbell, Glenn Houchell, Cllr Phil
Coleman, Cllr Nigel Chapman, Anne Grahamslaw, Cllr Cyril Liddy
21 August: Four-way meeting with Cllr Tina Bourne and Adrian Pritchard – Anne
Grahamslaw and Gareth Mitchell
Anne Grahamslaw and Gareth Mitchell took part in appointing the external
facilitator for the Board Effectiveness Review and are currently conducting the
process for nominating a candidate to join the Board as a new Tenant Board
Member.
Cllr Cyril Liddy has been liaising with CBH and CBC officers regarding Members’
development (relating to both organisations).

21.2

Electronic Decision by Board regarding Staff Code of Conduct
Owen Howell gave an update on this process and informed Board that one
Member had asked for a further minor amendment to the original amendment,
committing officers to filling out appropriate paperwork/forms/receipts when
handling cash from residents. Decision: Board agreed in principle that the
electronic decision should be reissued, once the alternative wording had been
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considered by officers to ensure it fitted with HR best practice and was
acceptable to UNISON. Action: Owen Howell to inform HR and request the
amendment be examined and brought back for decision.
With no further business, the open meeting concluded at 19:00.

Item

Action

Who

By When

Done

Gareth Mitchell

1
November
2018

Not due

Owen Howell

13
September
2018

Yes

20 June 2018
6.5

Cover progress on Library security in
CEO’s report to Board at a future Board
meeting

12 September 2018
3.2

Amend minutes for sign-off.

4.2

Continue to work with Mrs Stevens and
report back to Board Members
(confidentially).

Karen Loweman

N/A

Yes

10.2

Seek data relating to staff turnover at other
housing providers. Send to Board

Angelique Ryan

12 October
2018

TBC

11.1

Provide the management report on gender
pay gap to Board Members.

Angelique Ryan

12 October
2018

TBC

18.4

Circulate list of dates and subjects for
Resident Panel meetings to all Board.

Owen Howell

12 October
2018

19.2

Send list of all Red and Amber rated
operational risks to members of F&A
Committee.

Brian Richardson

20
September
2018

21.2

Further amendment to Staff Code of
Conduct: Inform HR and request the extra
amendment be examined and brought back
for decision.

Owen Howell

20
September
2018

Yes – in
these
minutes
Yes

At this
meeting
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REPORT TO COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES
BOARD

DATE:

1 November 2018

TIME:

7.00 pm

VENUE:

The Studio Theatre at the Mercury Theatre

AGENDA ITEM:

7

SUBJECT:

Strategic Risk Register

REPORT BY:

Brian Richardson, Interim Director of Resources
 07957 371581
 brian.richardson@cbhomes.org.uk

FOR DECISION
1.

Decision required

1.1

To approve the Strategic Risk Register and progress on mitigating actions.

1.2

For the Board to suggest and consider any emerging risks that should be
included on the Strategic Risk Register.

1.3

To review and approve an updated Risk Management Policy and Strategy
that reflects the changes resulting from the committee restructure and the
Board decision to remove the Risk Champion role.

2.

Background & Content

2.1

The Board approved a revised Risk Management Strategy at its meeting on
12 September 2016. Under this strategy the Finance and Audit Committee
(F&A) has a remit to scrutinise the Risk Register and to report to the Board on
high-level and difficult to manage risks. This is now a standing item on the
agenda for all future meetings.

2.2

Strategic Risk Register
The strategic risk register was presented at the most recent Board meeting on
12 September 2018 and to the Finance & Audit Committee on 4 October
2018.

2.3

The register can be found at Appendix 1.

2.4

New Risks
No new risks have been separately identified by management since the last
Board Meeting on 12 September 2018.
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2.5

2.6

2.7

Removed Risks
No risks have been removed from the register since the last meeting.
Progress on Further Actions:
All identified actions remain in progress and are reviewed monthly by the
DMT.
Update of the Risk Management Policy and Strategy to reflect role changes
The Risk Management Policy and Strategy makes reference to the
Operations Committee, the Governance and Remuneration Committee and
the Board Risk Champion.
These two committees were discontinued as part of the governance review
agreed by the Board on 20 July 2017, with the Governance and
Remuneration Committee holding its final meeting on 25 January 2018 and
the Operations Committee’s final meeting being on 10 May 2018.
The Board agreed to remove the role of Board Risk Champion at its 12
September 2018 meeting.
As a consequence of these changes it is necessary to update the Risk
Management Policy and a revised document is attached at Appendix Three
with “tracked changes” to show these amendments.
The Board is asked to review and approve the amended Risk Management
Policy and Strategy.

3.

Financial Implications

3.1

Robust risk management and financial management is required to ensure that
service delivery is not compromised and that financial exposure is mitigated.

4.

Value for Money Implications

4.1

Strong financial control will identify and drive efficiencies, enabling resources
(both financial and people) to service provisions that may require it.

5.

HR Implications

5.1

All senior members of staff review their operational risks on a quarterly basis
and are escalating these if deemed necessary. Risk management training will
be provided to managers later in the year.

6.

Residents at the Heart Implications

6.1

Any possible adverse impact on residents is one of the most important factors
used to identify and score a risk. Resident considerations then form an integral
part in designing the action plan to mitigate or manage the risk that has been
identified.
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7.

Legal, Health & Safety and Equality & Diversity Implications

7.1

All of the above are given due consideration when determining the risk
exposure to the organisation. Where the position is unclear, professional third
party advice is sought.

8.

Risk Management

8.1

If the Company does not have a robust Risk Management Strategy and Action
Plan, then its progress to achieving its key goals will be impaired or
unachievable.

9.

Appendix

9.1





Appendix 1 – Strategic Risk Register
Appendix 2 – Risk Heat Map
Appendix 3 – Updated Risk Management Policy and Strategy
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Risk Register - Current

Risk No

1

Area

Strategic

ITEM 7 Appendix 1

Risk

Potential Consequences

Failure of our Housing
Management Systems
Service delivery impeded, restricted or compromised by IT
and associated
systems breaking down or not meeting new business
modules/support to
requirements, resulting in poor service and additional cost
enable CBH to deliver its
core services

Risk Type

Technological / Economic
and Financial /
Reputational

Unmitigated
Score

15

Assurances

Current Score

Further Actions
Performance Management Action Plan developed for redesign of reporting
and new structure

Key personnel TUPED from Capita to CBC from 1 April 2017. 6 month tranisition
period completed where key processes/knowledge are appropriately documented and
transferred. New Structure now in place and established. Review of Housing
Management Systems on 'Application Refresh' project list

12

Ring fence new business wherever possible.
Trading protocol created. Business Opportunities Panel in place.
Financial Risk Management for new business agreed.

9

Trading protocol created. Business Opportunities Panel in place.
Financial Risk Management for new business agreed.

9

Consider system options for new business.

Completion date

Target Score

Comments/Progress Update

9

Corporate ICT and DOR are in regular dialogue to ensure there is no compromise to CBH's
service provision. Initial scoping solution on new Housing Solution took place in June 2017.
Timeframe for a decision on a solution has yet to be determined. Housing Systems
currently in consultation about transferring to CBH. Potential synergies of team moving
identified.

Ongoing

6

Business Development is a key theme of Proposed Strategic Plan and will be presented at
the Feb'18 Board for approval. There continues to be opportunities via CBC to provide
professional services for Corporate Projects with other potential opportunities presented to
the Business Opportunities Panel at each meeting. All opportunties considered and those
approved are in line with the Trading Protocol.

Ongoing

6

Business Development is a key theme of Proposed Strategic Plan and will be presented at
the Feb'18 Board for approval. There continues to be opportunities via CBC to provide
professional services for Corporate Projects with other potential opportunities presented to
the Business Opportunities Panel at each meeting. All opportunities considered and those
approved are in line with the Trading Protocol.

Ongoing

4

The appointment of the CEO in September 2016, who worked for CBC, has further
strengthened the relationship between the two organisations, with regular meetings
between the Chair, both CEOs and Portfolio Holder now taking place. The CEO has also
been appointed to the Board of Colchester Amphora Homes (CBC's development
company)

9

Financial inclusion team supporting those in financial difficulty. Positive outcomes achieved
from this and Grant agreement with CAB for debt advice. Ongoing partnership for delivery
of change with the local Job Centre Plus

10

Uncertainty remains in the sector as it awaits legislation following the publication of the
Social Housing Green Paper and the findings of the Hackett review on Building Regulations
and Fire Safety.
CBH has developed its
first iteration of a Business Plan that will be monitored by Board and DMT. CBH supports
the wider HRA business plan as well and is subject to regular review and stress testing.
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The Legislation came into effect from 1 April 2018. The Housing Options team has been
restructured with the requirements of the new legislation taken into consideration. C.£500k
grant funding for prevention initiatives received by CBC. MHCLG have reviewed CBH's
implementation plans and readiness for the 1 April and are comfortable with the progress
made. The score on this risk will be reviewed during 2018, once the effectiveness of these
measures is known.

Apr-18

Ongoing

Properly resourced initiatives.
2

3

Strategic

New Trading
Opportunities Detract
from Core Business.

Reduced Performance - Increase in complaints and loss of
reputation . Reduction in Council's confidence in CBH through
failing to meet key expectations

Strategic

New Trading
Opportunities achieve
Increased financial pressure on CBH adversely impacting on
insufficent income and
service delivery. Reduction in Council's confidence in CBH
may compromise the
through failing to meet key expectations
viability of the CBH in the
medium term

4

Strategic

Relationship with CBC
not maintained or
effective

5

Strategic

Impact of Welfare
Increasing financial pressure on tenants leading to possibility of
Reform adversely
increasing rent arrears, possible transfers and increase in
affecting the ability to
homelessness, increase in court actions
collect rents from tenants

6

7

Strategic

Strategic

Changes in Economic &
Political environment
may impact on financial
viability of organisation

Detract focus of Board and senior management leading to
damaging service delivery and new initiatives, ultimately closure
of ALMO.

The Economic Environment (Inflation/Interest Rates), Reduction
in social housing due to RTB extension, selling vacant high value
properties and changes in planning requirements, leading to
Management Fee reductions and not being able to maintain
contracted level of services. CBH service delivery adversely
affected due to financial constraints

Impact of Homelessness Increase in demand for housing options and temporary
Reduction Act
accommodation

Reputational/
Professional

Reputational/

Economic

12

12

Assessment for each project
Establish a trading subsidary once trading reaches a material level
Properly resourced initiatives.

12

Maintaining the regular liaison meetings at all levels. Chief Executive keeping a
watching brief that these are maintained and effective.

6

Economic/
Reputational

16

Increased resources to support tenants to maintain payment and claim Discretionary
Housing payments; Close work with CBC Housing Benefits. Revision to financial
inclusion strategy. Creation of digital inclusion strategy. Worklessness strategy.
Increased payment methods available. Increased financial support and assistance.
Increased opportunity for DD. Staff trained.

12

Economic/
Reputational

15

15

Maintaining the regular liaison meetings at all levels and work closely with CBC
colleagues to ensure impact is minimalised to continue to provide a social housing
solution that fits the requirements of the Borough. Annual management fee budget
setting process. Annually agreed Delivery Plan. Regular liaison with Portfolio Holder.

Maintaining close contact with DCLG to follow and comment on the implementation
of the Act. Board will be briefed on the Act and the likely consequences.

Carry out a core business risk assessment before agreeing new projects.
Assessment for each project
Establish a trading subsidary once trading reaches a material level

Reputational

Economic/
Reputational

Carry out a core business risk assessment before agreeing new projects.

10

15

No surprises, no blame culture
Celebrate what is good
One organisation - where there is a joint accountability across teams and
resolve
Review approach/methodology for collated information and monitoring and
consider resourcing requirements where necessary
Develop partnership with the DWP to make most effective use of resources

Ongoing
Ongoing

Welfare Reform Strategic Action Group set up with key partners within CBC
and CBH

Ongoing

Continual Review and reforecasting of the financial position to enable efficient
deployment of resources within CBH and the wider HRA Business Plan

Ongoing

Implementation of Private Sector Letting Scheme (PSL) to offset escalating
costs of Temporary Accommodation
Engage CBC for early discussions as to possible consequences for the social
housing provision in the borough
Develop Action Plan to manage the impact of the new regulations
CBC engaged in discussions around demand and supply of affordable
housing

In Place
Ongoing
TBC
Ongoing

Review of approach to Temporary Accommodation

Ongoing

Develop communication and information plan

Ongoing

17

18

CBH Strategic Risk Register - Heat Map
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Current Score
Government
Policy impact on
fin. viability of
CBH

10

13

15

16

12

14

Homelessness
Reduction Bill

New Trading
Opportunites
detract from core
business

Relationship with
CBC not
maintained or
effective

6

Impact of Welfare
Reform

9

Likelihood

New Trading
Opportunities
achieve
insufficent

ICT Support
Arrangements
with CBC

4

5

8

11

1

2

3

7

Impact

19

20
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Risk management policy statement
A key component of the Colchester Borough Homes corporate governance
framework is to manage risks effectively in order to make a positive
contribution towards the achievement of the company’s corporate aims and
objectives and to maximise the opportunities to achieve its vision. It will then
obtain assurances about the management of those risks.
The company is committed to the proactive management of key external and
internal risks and actively promotes the principles of effective risk
management throughout the organisation and its partner organisations.
The company’s Risk management Strategy and framework will apply best
practice to the identification, evaluation and control of key risks and ensures
that any residual risks are at an acceptable level. This will be achieved
through:




Adopting an effective and transparent corporate approach to proactive
Risk management by the company and the work of key external
partners.
Integrating Risk management into the operational and management
practices and procedures of the company to promote a culture of risk
awareness.
Providing information to support the company’s annual assurance
statement, as to the effectiveness of the arrangements for risk
management and internal control mechanisms.

Colchester Borough Homes will achieve these aims by implementing a Risk
management Strategy and supporting framework. The policy statement and
strategy will be reviewed periodically as required, to ensure their continued
relevance to the company.

Anne Grahamslaw
Chair of Board

Glenn Houchell
Board Risk Champion

Gareth Mitchell
Chief Executive

September 2016November 2018
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1. Introduction & purpose
1.1 Colchester Borough Homes recognises that it has a responsibility to
manage risks (both threats and opportunities) and, therefore, supports a
structured and focused approach to managing them by adopting a Risk
management Strategy. The company recognizes that the resources
allocated to manage risks should be proportionate to the nature of the
risks faced and the overall resources available.
1.2 The adoption of this formal Risk management Strategy and associated
process will enable Colchester Borough Homes to review its operations,
revisit current risks, identify new risks and implement measures to
manage risks. This will therefore, enable the company to better achieve
its corporate objectives and enhance the value of the services it provides
to the community.
1.3 The company recognises that effective risk management is essential for
the company, together with its partners, to achieve its strategic
objectives. To attain this, it needs strong leadership from officers and
members, with clear strategies in place, together with trained and
engaged staff.
The strategy sets out:
 A Definition of Risk
 The Aims and Objectives
 The Process
 Risk control and Structure
 Future actions

2. Definition
2.1 Risk can be defined as ‘uncertainty of outcome whether positive
opportunity or negative threat, of action and events’. In other words, the
chance of something happening that will affect Colchester Borough
Homes’ ability to achieve its mission, aims and service improvement
actions.
2.2 Risk management is the process in which risks and opportunities are
identified, evaluated and controlled and can be summarised as:
Maximising opportunities for innovation, whilst identifying and
managing opportunities and risks attached to them, in order to achieve
objectives.
2.3 There are a great number and type of risks and many different headings
under which to group them. Colchester Borough Homes has categorised
the headings as follows:
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Reputational
Economic and Financial
Professional
Governance
Technological

2.4 Within these categories, risks are then further divided between strategic
and operational risks.

3. Aims and objectives
3.1 The broad function of risk management is to help the company deliver its
objectives and to protect the assets and resources against risk in the
most efficient way. The organisation’s strategic approach to risk
management is to:
 Identify and assess the opportunities and risks to which the
organisation is exposed, both at strategic and operational level, to
enable their effective management
 Within the business planning and service planning processes, integrate
appropriate measures to ensure that all areas are avoiding, reducing
and controlling opportunities and risks
 Support staff in their responsibilities for carrying out risk management
and promote the benefits of risk management
 Enable effective service delivery to our residents and minimise the risk
of service failure
 Protect physical assets, promote employee safety and maximise
resources
 Learn from risk failures to improve the systems of internal control and
risk management
 Promote good governance
 Embed the culture of risk management throughout Colchester Borough
Homes.
3.2 Risk management means identifying the risks facing Colchester Borough
Homes and then deciding what, if anything, should be done about them.
Risks can have both adverse and positive consequences for the
organisation and the risk management process helps to assess what
these are likely to be. It also allows the organisation to make an
informed decision about how to deal with the identified risk. Aspects of
risk management are summarised below.
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Other
Risks

Strategic
Risks

Effective Risk
Management
‘Doing the Right
Things’

‘Doing Things
Right’

3.3 Risks can never be eliminated completely, so risk management is used
to ensure risks are identified and their consequences understood. Based
on this information action can be taken to ensure appropriate resources
are directed at controlling the risk or minimising the effect of the potential
loss. Risks may be dealt with in the following ways:
 Tolerating the risk – If the company is unable to do anything to reduce
the risk, or it is too costly to mitigate effectively, it may require
contingency planning to deal with the risk in case the risk occurs (it may
also be possible to insure against this).
 Terminating the risk – It is not always possible to eliminate a risk but it
may be possible to stop the activity giving rise to the risk.
 Treating the risk – There may be an appropriate way to constrain it to
an acceptable level.
 Taking advantage of the risk to gain a potential benefit – This is
done in conjunction with the above actions, as whilst the risk might
pose a threat to the organisation, there may be opportunities to be
exploited from it.

4. Risk management process
4.1

Risk is measured in terms of likelihood (the possibility of it happening)
and impact (the effect it would have on the company if it did happen).
Colchester Borough Homes measures the probability of risks occurring
and potential impact using a five level matrix. The matrix is attached to
this strategy.

4.2

The analysis of risk using the matrix results in a risk map which is
divided into four sections. This is summarised in the diagram below.
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High

IMPACT

Contingency
These risks have high impact
but the probability of them
happening is relatively low.
They include potentially
catastrophic events. They may
need insuring against.
Relatively low-level risks

Low

Low

Primary
These risks have both high
impact and high likelihood of
happening; these will require
prime attention in terms of
control and resources

Housekeeping
These risks have a high
likelihood of happening, but
discrete occurrences have a
relatively low impact; they
require routine management
LIKELIHOOD
High

4.3 The risk management cyclical process is shown here:

The Risk Management Cyclical Process
Identify Risks & Opportunities
What can happen?
Analyse Risks & Opportunities
Determine existing controls
Determine
Determine
Likelihood
Impact
Score the risk or opportunity
Evaluate Key Risks & Opportunities

Tolerate Risk?
No

Yes

Treat Risks
Identify options
Evaluate options
Decide on option
Implement option

Identify Resources

4.4

The key stages of our risk management process are:






Risk identification.
Risk assessment.
Risk treatment and mitigating measures.
Continual review, monitoring and escalation of risks.
Monitoring of risk in accordance with the identified roles and
responsibilities.
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4.5

A full risk assessment is carried out on the following areas:
 Employment posts – Staff working environments are subject to risk
assessment. Training has been provided to relevant managers to carry
out the assessments.
 Health and safety – Colchester Borough Homes has a Risk &
Manager who acts as a competent person, along with a number of
other trained staff undertaking these competency duties.
 New project plans – Colchester Borough Homes uses the Prince II
methodology for project planning. Risk Impact assessment is an
integral part of the process and as such, project remits are subject to
regular review.
 Service improvement plan – Risk assessment is part of the review.
 Board and committee reports – A risk element is included in every
report.

4.7

The continual development of risk registers takes place to facilitate
opportunities and to reduce duplication between departments in
identifying and managing overlapping risks whilst providing
opportunities for shared learning across the organisation.

4.8

High scoring risks are monitored at Directors Management Team
meetings and decisions on escalation of risks are fed back down.
Risks added to the Strategic Risk Register are also monitored by the
Finance & Audit Committee.

5. Risk control structure
5.1

Risk management needs to be embedded throughout the organisation
and each individual needs to understand their role in the process of
managing risk.
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5.2

A hierarchy of responsibility is set out below:

Risk Hierarchy

Board
Finance &
Audit Committee

Red Risks

Strategic Risks

Directors’ Management
Team

Operational Risks
Service Manager

The roles and responsibilities are set out in detail in Appendix 1 and
summarised below:
Board
Finance & Audit
Committee

Operations
Committee and
Governance &
Remuneration
Committee
Internal audit

Receive reports from the Finance & Audit
Committee on the control of red risks.
 Report to Board Members high-level and difficult
to manage risks identified
 Monitor the strategic risk register
 Provide an annual scrutiny of the Risk
management Process and Risk Register
 Monitor progress of the Risk Action Plan.
 Any related strategic risks
 Any operational risks identified by DMT that is
where the risk is in the red zone of the scoring
matrix.



External audit



Provide independent review of corporate
approach to risk management and compliance
therewith.
Contribute to the accuracy and integrity of the
corporate risk register (as part of the risk based
approach to audit).
Report on CBH financial statements and give an
audit opinion. The external auditors also report
to Board on findings from the audit in a
management letter. The letter provides a
source of external assurance on the operation of
internal controls.
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DMT
All employees

Review risks and bring to Committees relevant
strategic risks and red operational risks
 All staff generally have a duty to be aware of
and consider the risks involved in their day to
day activities and to report any changes to
these risks through the line management of the
organisation. All staff will be required to
participate annually in a review of operational
risks.
 Liaise with their line manager to assess areas of
risk in their job.



6. Risk registers
The Directors Management Team and Managers will maintain a register of the
critical risks faced in implementing the Company’s development plan. The
Register will be in the form of a risk management [ln which will indicate the
impact and likelihood of these risks materialising, and will also indicate the
controls in place to mitigate their likelihood and anticipated effects.
Responsibility for monitoring changes to these risks and maintaining the
effectiveness of the controls will be assigned as appropriate.
Each Director and Senior Manager will maintain a risk register of the strategic
and operational risks in their area of management responsibility. The format
will be similar to the Strategic Risk Register.
Changes to the Strategic Risk Register will be considered by the Finance &
Audit Sub Committee as a standing item of Committee business and, where
appropriate, reported to the Board.

7. Future actions and review
Although it may be seen that CBH has a clear approach to risk management,
nevertheless it is vital that:
The Risk Management Action Plan details actions and targets which will
ensure that all opportunities are maximised, the likelihood of risks occurring
are minimised and the impact of any consequences are reduced. This plan
ensures that the ongoing monitoring and reporting arrangements at all levels
are maintained and incorporates risk management into the culture of the
organisation.
The progress against the existing plan is set out in Appendix 1.
At the Finance & Audit Committee workshop, members agreed that they
needed to move from level 2 of the performance ladder (Appendix 2) where
for the most part the organisation stands to level 3. The plan proposed at
these workshops to achieve this is set out below (Status as at July 2016):
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Action
Risk leaders/Risk Strategy and
Policy
Include in Assurance Report, annually
setting out the processes and controls
in place in managing the strategic and
operational risks.
Reports to the Board
Review of style of Board Reports at
Board Away Day to assess if these
meet members’ requirements, e.g.
how the proposal fits in with strategic
direction and whether alternatives are
included where appropriate.
People
Additional refresher training of staff
and managers to further embed risk
management.
Partnership and resources
Identifying strategic risk of partnership
with Council.
Setting up operational risks of key
supplier relationships.
Risk processes
Ensure risk process is consistent.
 Training
 Regular meetings with SMT on
Operational Risks
 Regular review of operational risks
to ensure red risks by DMT are
brought to Board/Committee’s
notice.
Risk handling
 Review scoring matrix
 Ensure measures of mitigation are
SMART
Outcomes
Board review annually
 Where risks effective in achieving
goals
 Are the strategic risks right for
forthcoming year
 Are we doing it right
 Are the right controls in place

Timescale

Responsibility

Complete

Director of
Resources

Complete

Board/Director of
Resources

Mar 2017

Director of
Resources

Complete
Dec 2016

Director of
Resources

Dec 2016
Complete &
Ongoing
Complete &
Ongoing

Director of
Resources

Complete &
Ongoing

Director of
Resources

Complete &
Ongoing

Director of
Resources

Director of
Resources
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Action
Other issues
 Board to review strategic risk
register regularly (part of Board
Assurance Report)

Timescale

Responsibility

Complete



Committee Reviews
Each committee review risks
appropriate to that committee



Identify strategic risks with
reference to the Company
strategic objectives



Complete and
Assurance Report for Board
ongoing
Overall financial position
High level performance information
Strategic risk information

Complete &
Ongoing

DMT

Complete &
Ongoing

Director of
Resources
Director of
Resources
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Appendix 1 – Roles & responsibilities

Group or
individuals

Role & responsibilities

Board of CBH

 Board of Directors will instruct the Directors Management
Team (DMT) to ensure that risk management is
embedded at the management level throughout CBH.
 Approve and adopt the Risk management Policy and
Strategy.
 Contribute towards identification of strategic risks.
 Receive reports on key strategic risk issues.
 Actively consider the risk management implications
contained within all reports.
 For major projects it sets the parameters of the risk
assessment and agrees the main risks. It delegates
responsibility to the DMT and Finance & Audit Committee
for strategic management of risks.
 Gain an understanding of risk management and its
benefits which includes attending relevant training.

Board Risk
Champion

 Act as a link between the Board and Officers in
managing risks.
 Support raising awareness of effective risk management
with the Board.

Finance &
Audit
Committee

 Approve the risk arrangements and monitor quarterly the
effective development and operation of good practice risk
management and corporate governance arrangements
across the organisation.
 Conduct enquiries into matters relating to risk
management and make recommendations which advise
officers on policies, budget and service delivery.
 Be consulted on forthcoming decisions and the
development of policy.
 Annually scrutinise the Risk Register to ensure that it is
compliant with the Risk management Strategy.
 Provide an opinion as part of its annual assurance
statement on whether the assurance/risk management
process is fit for purpose.
Review Strategic Risks relevant to the committee quarterly
together with any operational risks.

Operations
and
Governance
and
Remuneration
Committee
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Group or
individuals

Role & responsibilities

Chief
Executive

 Executive officer with overall responsibility for embedding
risk management throughout CBH.

Directors
Management
Team



Senior
Managers

All other
service
managers

The Directors have overall responsibility for embedding
risk management throughout the Company.
 Recommend a Risk management Policy and Strategy to
the Board. Review Strategic risks and Operational Risks
to ascertain any red risks to be brought to the
appropriate committee.
 Contribute towards the identification and management
of strategic and cross cutting risks and opportunities
facing the Company.
 Receive and consider reports on key strategic risk
issues.
 To promote integration of risk management principles
into the culture of CBH.
 Ensure risk management is a regular item on
departmental management team meeting agendas.
 Sign off Service Risk Registers.
 Maintain an understanding of risk management and its
benefits which includes attending relevant training.
 Establish training requirements of Group Managers in
relation to all aspects of risk management (where
relevant)
 Corporate and high scoring risks are monitored
 Identify, analyse and profile service risks.
 Provide annual assurance on the effectiveness of
controls in place to mitigate/reduce risks within their
service.
 Maintain awareness of and promote the approved risk
management policy and strategy to all relevant staff.
 Ensure risk management is a quarterly item on team
meeting agendas.
 Liaise as appropriate with external agencies in
identifying and managing risk.
 Establish training requirements of managers and other
staff members with regards to strategic implementation.
 Senior Managers review new and high scoring risks and
escalate up to the Corporate management team by way
of a report.
 Identify, analyse and profile service risks with Senior
Managers.
 Ensure risk management is a regular item on team
meeting agendas.
 To maintain awareness of and promote the approved
risk management policy and strategy to all relevant staff
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Group or
individuals

Director of
Resources /
Head of
Finance &
Performance

Role & responsibilities


Ensure that risk management is incorporated in to
service plans.



Provide a focus for and coordinate risk management
activities throughout CBH.
Ensure the maintenance of robust arrangements to
identify, evaluate, quantify and limit the risk exposure in
relation to all functions (insurable and non-insurable)
which may threaten the achievement of the Company’s
objectives.
Proactively identify and manage risk opportunities in
accordance with best practice.
Maintain the risk management internal control
framework so that it reflects current good practice and
enables us to satisfy the requirements of any external
assessment the company is subject to.
Monitor progress against delivery of the risk
management framework in particular:
 Maintain the risk management policy and strategy
document so that it reflects current good practice
and meets our needs.
 Ensure that action taken, to raise staff awareness of
and train staff, in risk management is targeted and
meets our needs.
 Keep under review the approach adopted to identify
and record risk to ensure that it operates in a
manner that proactively helps the company to
manage its business.
 Ensure that the risk management process is
properly integrated with other relevant processes.















Look for common themes and issues that need to be
referred to DMT.
Keep key risk areas under regular review and ensure
that actions identified to mitigate risk are being
addressed within timescales agreed.
Consider opportunities to further embed the application
of risk management principles in other corporate
processes and arrangements.
Coordinate activities to obtain a more effective risk
management solution from existing resources.
Continually develop and maintain the Risk Register.
Promote a culture of risk awareness within the
organisation.
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Group or
individuals

Role & responsibilities



Coordinate risk management initiatives within the
organisation.
Ensure the provision of service based advice, support
and training as required.
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Appendix 2 - Risk management Strategy Plan Update
Action

Timescale

Responsibility

Progress

Clarify roles and responsibilities to staff
as set out in the strategy

Mar to Jun
2012

Risk & Environmental
Manager

Presentation to SMT in May 2012. A
simple “tool box” presentation has
been produced and presented to
Teams.

Apr 2012

Director of Resources

Risks are reviewed on a regular
basis and reported to F&A
committee.

Six monthly

Risk & Environmental
Manager

Presentation to SMT in May 2012.
Spring review carried out with each
SMT member and the Risk and
Environment Manager. Now ongoing.

Complete
& Ongoing

Complete

Complete
& Ongoing

DMT to assess emerging risks and
strategic risk quarterly or earlier if
necessary

Review Operational risks

Risk management to be an item on
Senior Management Team meetings

Quarterly

Risk & Environmental
Manager

Presentation in May to SMT. Further
presentation in Toolbox style to
teams in October and agreed to be
on agenda each quarter.

Finance & Audit Sub Committee to
review any emerging strategic risks
each quarter.

Quarterly

Risk & Environmental
Manager

Reported each quarter.
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Action

Timescale

Responsibility

Progress
F&A committee review register with
recommended changes incorporated
on a regular basis.

Status

Review the Risk Register to ensure that
it is SMART and fit for purpose

Jun 2012

Director of Resources and
Risk & Environmental
Manager

Agree a risk scoring matrix

Apr 2012

Director of Resources and
Risk & Environmental
Manager

New scoring matrix agreed by F&A
committee in March 2013
Reviewed in December 2014

Complete

All major projects to be carried out
using Prince2 methodology

Apr 2012

DMT

Training provided for DMT and SMT
in October 2012 and adopted where
appropriate.

Complete
in Oct
2012

Review Risk management Policy &
Strategy every three years

Mar 2015

Director of Resources

Finance & Audit Sub Committee to test
that risk management responsibilities
are being discharged effectively at all
relevant levels

Sep 2012

Director of Resources

Reviewing Strategic risks by area in
detail at each Committee.

All reports requiring a decision will
include a ‘Risk management’
paragraph.

Jun 2012

Directors Management
Team

All reports requiring decision and risk
paragraph

F&A committee agreed to review
every three years
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Appendix 2 - A Version of the Performance Ladder

Level 3
Embedding &
Improving
Level 2
Implementation in
progress for all key areas
Level 1
Awareness &
understanding

Senior Managers act as role
models and take the lead to
ensure that approaches for
addressing risk are being
developed & implemented
consistently & thoroughly
across the organisation

Risk management
principles are being
reflected in the
organisation’s policies &
strategies,
communicated
effectively & made to
work through a
framework of processes.

Core group of people have
skills & knowledge to
manage risk effectively.
Suitable guidance is being
made available & training
programmes being
implemented to develop risk
capability.

Risk with partners is
being managed
consistently for all key
areas & across
organisation. There are
boundaries for
managing assets &
financial & other
resources.

Risk management
processes being
implemented in key areas.
Risk capability selfassessment tools being
used in some areas.

Some evidence that risk
management is being
effective in at least most
relevant areas if not in
all relevant areas.

Top management are aware of
need to manage uncertainty &
risk & have made resources
available to improve.

Policies & strategies are
reviewed against risk
principles.

Key people are aware of
need to assess & manage
risks & understand risk
concepts & principles.

Key people are aware of
areas of potential risks
with partnerships,
suppliers &
management of
significant resources &
understand the need to
agree approaches to
manage these risks.
Partnerships &
Resources

Some stand alone risk
processes have been
identified.

No clear evidence that
risk management is
being effective.

Risk Strategy &
Policies

People

Risk management
Processes

Clear evidence that risk
management is being
effective in all areas that
risk opportunities are
being pursued.

Risk Handling
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Excellent evidence of risk
management contributing
to markedly improved
outcome performance,
better value for money &
new opportunity
realisation, which
compares favourably with
other organisations
employing best practice.
Clear evidence of risk
management contributing
to significantly improved
performance for all
relevant outcomes, better
value for money, showing
positive & sustained
improvement & new
opportunity achievement.
Some evidence of risk
management contributing
to improvement in
outcome performance,
demonstrated by
measures, including where
relevant, stakeholders
perceptions & potential for
new opportunities.
No clear evidence of
improved outcomes of any
potential identified.

Outcomes
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Unsatisfactory

Risk handling is inherent
feature of all policies &
strategy making
processes. Overall risk
appetite achieves
balance between
opportunities & threats.

Sound governance
arrangements
established; partners &
suppliers selected on
basis of risk capability &
compatibility. Resources
are well managed.

Management of risk &
uncertainty is well integrated
with all business processes.
State of the art tools and
methods are used. Selected
as a benchmark site by
other organisations.
Arrangements in place to
identify opportunities which
might be available if risks
are well managed.
Risk metrics are collected.
Risk management standards
applied in some areas. Staff
accept risk management as
standard requirement of
good management.

Satisfactory

Top-down commitment with
embedding & integrating risk
management as routine
business practice. Senior
Managers ensure that staff are
suitably skilled to achieve
continuous improvement.

Risk Leadership

Information integrity &
asset security are
assured. Financial and
other resources are
effectively managed.
Organisation is regarded
as a role model.

Results
Excellent evidence that
risk management is
being highly effective in
all areas & improvement
is being pursued.
Higher risk opportunities
being successfully
pursued.

Risk management
capability in policy &
strategy making is
reviewed and improved.
Role model status.

Good

Capabilities
All staff are risk aware &
capable of using basic risk
skills, tools & techniques.
They feel empowered to
take well managed risks.
Core group of people are
highly skilled in managing
risk effectively. Specialised
risk training an integral part
of on-going personal
development plans.
People encouraged &
supported to be more
innovative. Regular training
is available for people to
enhance their risk skills.
CPD training in place for
core group of people.

Senior Managers reinforce &
sustain risk capability,
organisational & business
resilience & commitment to
excellence. Leaders invited to
speak about their success.
There is strong support and
reward from Senior Managers
for seizing opportunities & for
well managed risk taking.

Excellent

Level 4
Excellent Capability
established

Embedding an Effective Risk management Framework
The Performance Ladder

Building Trust • Delivering Tenant Led Services • Commitment to our Communities
Delivering Professional Services • Providing Value for Money
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REPORT TO COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES LIMITED
BOARD

DATE:

1 November 2018

TIME:

7.00pm

VENUE:

The Studio Theatre at the Mercury Theatre

AGENDA ITEM:

8

SUBJECT:

Internal Audit Charter

REPORT BY:

Brian Richardson, Director of Resources
 07957 371581
 brian.richardson@cbhomes.org.uk

FOR DECISION

1.

Decision Required

1.1

Board are asked to note and approve the Internal Audit Charter.

2.

Background

2.1

The Internal Audit Charter (the ‘Charter’) sets out the terms of
reference and serves as a basis for the governance of Colchester
Borough Homes Limited’s Internal Audit function. It sets out the
purpose, authority and responsibility of the function in accordance with
the UK Public Sector Internal Audit Standards (PSIAS).

2.2

The Charter was presented and discussed at the most recent Finance and
Audit Committee Meeting on 4 October 2017, and is recommended to
Board for approval.

2.3

The Internal Audit Engagement Lead is required to provide an annual
opinion to Colchester Borough Homes Limited on the adequacy and the
effectiveness of Colchester Borough Homes Limited’s risk management,
control and governance processes. The Internal Audit Charter describes
how this is undertaken.

3.

Financial Implications

3.1

No further financial implications arise from matters included in these
reports.

4.

HR Implications

4.1

No HR implications arise from matters included in these reports.
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5.

Legal Implications

5.1

No legal implications arise from matters included in these reports.

6.

Health & Safety Implications

6.1

No health and safety implications arise from matters included in these
reports.

7.

Equality & Diversity Implications

7.1

No equality and diversity implications arise from matters included in these
reports.

8.

Residents at the Heart

8.1

These reports provide Members with additional assurance around systems
of internal control at Colchester Borough Homes Limited.

9.

Appendices

9.1

Appendix 1: Internal Audit Charter
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Item 8 Appendix 1

Internal Audit
Charter
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Introduction
Internal audit is defined as ‘an independent, objective assurance and consulting activity designed to
add value and improve an organisation’s operations. It helps an organisation accomplish its objectives
by bringing a systematic, disciplined approach to evaluate and improve the effectiveness of risk
management, control and governance processes.’
Attribute Standard 1000 of the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards (PSIAS) requires that the purpose,
authority and responsibility of the Internal Audit activity must be formally defined within an Internal Audit
Charter that is consistent with the Definition of Internal Auditing, the Code of Ethics and the PSIAS.
The effective operation of Internal Audit (IA) is a key part of the control environment required for
Colchester Borough Homes Limited (CBH) to achieve its objectives and to meets its obligations. This
charter therefore sets out the purpose, activities, scope and responsibilities of the IA function within
CBH. It also defines the nature of the Chief Internal Auditor’s functional reporting relationship with the
Finance & Audit Committee (ensuring independence from 1st and 2nd line management); authorises
access, to records, personnel and physical properties relevant to the performance of engagements; and
defines the scope of Internal Audit’s activities.
The Head of Internal Audit (HoIA) must periodically review the IA Charter and present it to senior
management and CBH’s Board for approval.

3
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Purpose, Activities and
Scope
Purpose
The purpose of Internal Audit is to provide independent, objective assurance and advice to the Director
of Resources, Directorate Management Team, the Finance & Audit Committee and CBH’s Board to
assist them in effectively managing the key risks CBH is exposed to and to add value to the organisation
by improving its operations. In doing so, IA supports those charged with governance in discharging their
responsibilities and reporting annually on the system of internal control within CBH’s Annual Governance
Statement.
The internal audit function is the third line of defence in CBH’s ‘three lines of defence approach’ to risk
and assurance. The first line of defence comprises CBH’s core operational services, and the second
line comprises the oversight functions such as risk management.
The following diagram summarises the three lines of defence model and explains where Internal Audit
fits into CBH’s assurance process.

We will therefore provide an IA service in accordance with the requirements set out in the mandatory
PSIAS, comprising the Definition of Internal Auditing and the Code of Ethics. In order to do so, Mazars
adopts a risk based auditing approach and maintains an IA Manual to support compliance with PSIAS.
There are inherent limitations in any system of internal control and thus errors or irregularities may occur
and not be detected by Internal Audit’s work. Unless specifically requested and agreed, Internal Audit
will not perform substantive testing of underlying transactions.
Activities and Scope
CBH’s Head of Internal Audit is required to provide an annual opinion to CBH and to the Director of
Resources and the Chief Executive, through the Finance & Audit Committee. In order to achieve this,
4
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IA’s role involves the review of the design, adequacy and operating effectiveness of CBH’s governance
processes, risk management procedures, internal control environment and information systems. IA
provides reasonable, but not absolute, assurance as to the adequacy and effectiveness of CBH’s
governance, risk management and control processes using a systematic and disciplined approach. To
fulfil our responsibilities in this regard, we shall:







Validate the key risks to CBH’s operations, in conjunction with the Risk Management and
Compliance functions and other key stakeholders;
Review the adequacy of the design and effectiveness of controls to manage key risks to the
organisation and to ensure compliance with policies, plans, procedures and business objectives
established by Management;
Review established procedures and systems and propose improvements (including those
considered to be good practice advice);
Assess the reliability and integrity of information; and
Undertake reviews as agreed by the Finance & Audit Committee.

Definition

The Finance &
Audit Committee

Chief Officers

Details

To oversee the financial
reporting, risk management,
audit and internal control
arrangements of CBH to
assure CBH and ultimately
Colchester Borough Council
that resources are properly
managed and high standards
of financial probity are
maintained.

The Chief Executive has
overall corporate
management and operational
responsibility (including
overall management
responsibility for all officers).
The Director Management
Team have overall strategic
and operational management
of those services falling
within their service lines.

Responsibility in relation to
Internal Audit
To consider the Head of
Internal Audit’s annual report
and opinion and the level of
assurance it can give over
CBH’s governance
arrangements.
To review internal audit reports
and other evidence of the
CBH’s risk management and
internal control systems.
Report to the Board when
necessary to give assurances
about CBH’s risk management and
internal control mechanisms or to
raise concerns of any significant
weakness.

The Directorate Management
Team liaise with Internal Audit
to agree the Annual Internal
Audit Plan.

5
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Independence and
Authority
Independence
Mazars has organisational independence, has no executive role, nor does it have any direct
responsibility for the implementation of or operation of systems. Organisational independence is
reported annually via the approval of the annual IA Plan and presentation of the IA Annual Report and
Head of Internal Audit Opinion. We also complete declarations of interest statements to highlight and
avoid any conflicts of interest.
To ensure independence, IA is directly accountable to the Chair of the Finance & Audit Committee. For
administrative purposes and day-to-day communication, IA will liaise with the Director of Resources.
To ensure that auditor objectivity is not impaired and that any potential conflicts of interest are
appropriately managed, all internal audit staff are required to make an annual personal independence
responsibilities declaration via the tailored Mazars ‘My Compliance Responsibilities’ portal which
includes personal deadlines for:



Annual Returns (a regulatory obligation regarding independence, fit and proper status and other
matters which everyone in Mazars must complete); and
Continuing Professional Development (CPD).

Authority
IA derives authority from the CBH Board through the Finance & Audit Committee and has unrestricted
rights of access to all CBH records and information, both manual and computerised, cash, stores and
other property or assets it considers necessary to fulfil its responsibilities. IA may enter CBH’s property
and has unrestricted access to all locations and officers where necessary on demand and without prior
notice.
Any restriction (management or other) on the scope of IA’s activities will be reported to the Finance &
Audit Committee.
Mazars is accountable for the safekeeping and confidentiality of any information and assets acquired
in the course of its duties and execution of its responsibilities.

6
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Responsibility
Audit Planning
In liaison with the Director of Resources, CBH senior management and the Chair of the Finance & Audit
Committee, we shall prepare a rolling three year strategic audit plan and annual audit plan setting out
the proposed timing for each audit assignment. This plan will be based on a risk assessment, identifying
business objectives, key risks impacting those objectives and taking into consideration input from
Management and other key stakeholders.
The annual plan will be presented to the Finance & Audit Committee for their approval and
communicated to the CBH Board. If needed, adjustments can be made to the plan during the year (e.g.
as a result of emerging risks and issues, or due to changes in approach to specific audits) but any such
changes will require approval by the Director of Resources and communication to the Finance & Audit
Committee.
Audit Execution
We shall be responsible for planning, conducting, reporting and following up on audit assignments
included in the audit plan, and deciding on the scope and timing of audits. Audit fieldwork shall be
conducted in a professional and timely manner. Reporting of results will include an open process to
agree with Management the facts, validity and practicality of implementing audit recommendations.
We will be responsible for reporting to Management and the Finance & Audit Committee significant
issues relating to the processes and activities identified in an audit assignment, including potential
improvements to those processes.
We will monitor the timely action by management in response to audit findings and will be responsible
for the formal acceptance of closure of issues on a periodic basis.
Reporting
We will provide the following information to the Finance & Audit Committee:


A strategic audit plan covering three years, based upon the risk register, known risk areas,
discussion with executive management and the Finance & Audit Committee, and a one year annual
plan setting out the proposed programme of audits for a given audit year;



A summary of the Final audit reports at the end of each review that detail the work undertaken, an
assurance opinion, details of recommendations raised including management response and agreed
implementation date;



Progress and Recommendation Follow-Up reports for the Finance & Audit Committee, measuring
progress against the operational audit plan, implementation of audit recommendations, and any
governance, fraud and risk management and control process issues; and



An annual report (The combined Head of Internal Audit Opinion and Annual Report) to the Finance
& Audit Committee setting out performance against the operational plan to include an annual
opinion of the overall adequacy and effectiveness of the organisation’s risk management,
governance and control processes.

Within the suite of reporting above we will also report on the following, in compliance with the PSIAS:


The adequacy, or otherwise, of the level of internal audit resources (as determined by the Head of
Internal Audit) and the independence of internal audit;



Performance against the annual risk-based plan and any significant risk exposures and
breakdowns, failures or weaknesses of internal control systems arising from internal audit work;
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Any significant consulting activity not already included in the risk-based plan and which might affect
the level of assurance work undertaken;



Results from the Quality Assurance and Improvement Programme; and



Any instances of non-conformance with the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards will be included
in the annual Head of Internal Audit report. If there is significant non-conformance, this may be
included in the Authority’s Annual Governance Statement.

Interaction with Other Control and Assurance Activities
We shall communicate on an on-going basis with CBH’s other assurance providers (such as External
Audit) in order to ensure optimal audit coverage and avoid the risk of duplication of effort and
unnecessary costs.

8
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Professional Standards
and Quality Assurance
Professional Standards
Internal auditors must exhibit the highest level of professional objectivity in gathering, evaluating and
communicating information about the activity or process being examined. In performing their duties,
internal auditors must at all times exercise due professional care. Mazars therefore adheres to PSIAS,
the Institute of Internal Auditors' mandatory Standards including the Definition of Internal Auditing, the
Code of Ethics and the International Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing
(Standards).
Quality Assurance
We operate a Quality Assurance and Improvement programme (QA) to make sure our judgements and
opinions are adequately supported and evidenced. QA work is performed by individuals who are both
independent of the delivery of the audit plan and have sufficient experience to meaningfully challenge
our performance. QA reviews include an assessment of adherence to Mazars’ audit methodology and
procedures.
We will commission an independent external quality assurance review of the function at least every five
years in line with IIA’s Standards. Our last assessment was conducted in 2016 and a report is available.
A suite of Key Performance Indicators that are regularly reported to the Finance & Audit Committee have
been agreed CBH, in order to support the Finance & Audit Committee in reviewing the effectiveness of
IA. The KPIs are kept under constant review and are agreed alongside the IA Charter annually as a
minimum. The current KPIs have been documented within Appendix A.

9
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Appendix A - Key
Performance Indicators
The performance of IA will be assessed in line with the Performance Indicators detailed below.
Measure

Measure Adopted / Frequency

Target

Percentage of draft audit reports
issued on time

Percentage of draft reports issued within
15 days of exit meeting

90%

Percentage
of
management
responses received on time

Percentage of management responses
received within 15 days of issue of draft
report (for monitoring CBH performance)

90%

Percentage of final audit reports
issued on time

Percentage of final reports issued within
10 days of receipt of management
responses

90%

10
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Statement of Responsibility

We take responsibility to Colchester Borough Homes Limited for this report which is prepared on the
basis of the limitations set out below.
The responsibility for designing and maintaining a sound system of internal control and the prevention
and detection of fraud and other irregularities rests with management, with internal audit providing
a service to management to enable them to achieve this objective. Specifically, we assess the
adequacy and effectiveness of the system of internal control arrangements implemented by
management and perform sample testing on those controls in the period under review with a view to
providing an opinion on the extent to which risks in this area are managed.
We plan our work in order to ensure that we have a reasonable expectation of detecting significant
control weaknesses. However, our procedures alone should not be relied upon to identify all strengths
and weaknesses in internal controls, nor relied upon to identify any circumstances of fraud or
irregularity. Even sound systems of internal control can only provide reasonable and not absolute
assurance and may not be proof against collusive fraud.
The matters raised in this report are only those which came to our attention during the course of our
work and are not necessarily a comprehensive statement of all the weaknesses that exist or all
improvements that might be made. Recommendations for improvements should be assessed by you
for their full impact before they are implemented. The performance of our work is not and should not
be taken as a substitute for management’s responsibilities for the application of sound management
practices.
This report is confidential and must not be disclosed to any third party or reproduced in whole or in
part without our prior written consent. To the fullest extent permitted by law Mazars LLP accepts no
responsibility and disclaims all liability to any third party who purports to use or rely for any reason
whatsoever on the Report, its contents, conclusions, any extract, reinterpretation amendment and/or
modification by any third party is entirely at their own risk.
Registered office: Tower Bridge House, St Katharine’s Way, London E1W 1DD, United Kingdom.
Registered in England and Wales No 0C308299.
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REPORT TO COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES BOARD

DATE:

1 November 2018

TIME:

7.00 pm

VENUE:

The Studio Theatre at the Mercury Theatre

AGENDA ITEM:

9

SUBJECT:

Adoption of Repairs Policy

REPORT BY:

Matt Armstrong, Head of Asset Management
Kirk Braker, Head of Operations
 (01206) 506917
 matthew.armstrong@cbhomes.org.uk

FOR DECISION
1.

Decision Required

1.1

Board Members are asked to adopt the redrafted Repairs and Rechargeable
Repairs Policy and the Tenants’ Repairs Handbook.

2.

Purpose of Report

2.1

The purpose of this report is to present to Board the updated Repairs and
Rechargeable Repairs Policy and to demonstrate the Tenants’ Repairs
Handbook.

3.

Background & Content

3.1

The Board approved the draft Repairs and Rechargeable Repairs Policy at
the meeting of the 20 June 2018 and consequently this policy was submitted
to Colchester Borough Council (CBC) for consideration and approval.

3.2

At the same meeting the Board agreed for resident consultation to begin on
the Tenants’ Repairs Handbook.

3.3

The draft policy was received by CBC and has been circulated to the Portfolio
Holder, the Senior Management Team and Ward Councillors. The Policy was
adopted by CBC on the 26 October 2018 and is at Appendix 1.

3.4

The consultation took place over three sessions and Residents views were
listened to and incorporated into the Handbook. Amendments have been
submitted to M3, the authors of the handbook. The Handbook will be ready to
be circulated, in electronic and hardcopy, by 1 April 2019.
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4.

Risk Management

4.1

Adopting the Repairs and Rechargeable Repairs Policy and the Tenants’
Repairs Handbook will set out clearly the repairs standard CBH are to deliver
and will cover the legal, financial and Health and Safety implications listed
below.

5.

HR Implications

5.1

None

6.

Legal Implications

6.1

The Repairs and Rechargeable Repairs Policies address matters covered by
legislation and it is considered essential that CBC should have a suitable and
sufficient policy in place.

7.

Financial Implications

7.1

The Repairs and Rechargeable Repairs Policy has been written to reflect the
Investment Programme and planned revenue budgets for the next planning
period (5 Years).

8.

Value for Money

8.1

None

9.

Health & Safety Implications

9.1

The Repairs and Rechargeable Repairs Policy addresses matters of
compliance with health and safety legislation and it is considered essential
that CBC should have a suitable and sufficient policy in place.

10.

Equality & Diversity Implications

10.1 None
11.

Residents at the Heart

11.1 This policy was consulted on and comments from our residents were
incorporated within the document.
12.

Decision Required?

12.1 Yes
13.

Appendix

13.1 The following document/s is/are appended to this report:


Appendix 1 – Repairs and Rechargeable Repairs Policy
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Repairs and
Rechargeable Repairs
Policy

01 December 2018
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Title

Repairs and Rechargeable Repairs Policy

Users of Policy

Colchester Borough Council and Colchester Borough
Homes tenants and staff.

Date Adopted

December 2018

Date last Reviewed

December 2018

Review Frequency

Every 3 years

Best Before Date

1 April 2022
Scheme of Delegation

Formation of Policy

Portfolio Holder(s) with delegated responsibility for the
Financial Management of the Housing Revenue
Account

Amendments

Portfolio Holder(s) with delegated responsibility for the
Financial Management of the Housing Revenue
Account

Monitoring

Client Services Manager

Implementation

Client Services Manager

Approval of requests

Client Services Manager delegated to Director of
Property Services, Head of Operations, Head of
Housing Management and Head of Asset
Management, Colchester Borough Homes.

1.0 INTRODUCTION
As a social landlord, Colchester Borough Council (CBC) recognises t h a t meeting
residents’ expectations of a high standard of service delivery is essential. CBC and its
appointed housing management organisation Colchester Borough Homes (CBH)
acknowledge that the provision of a value for money repairs service that is both
responsive and of the highest technical competence is one of its core priorities. CBC/CBH
has prepared this policy after consultation a n d as a result of a fundamental review of the
Council’s Housing Asset Management Strategy. This policy should be considered in
conjunction with the corresponding CBC/CBH Repairs and Maintenance procedures, the
Repairs Guide and other policies referred to within this document.
1.1 DEFINITIONS

For the purpose of this policy, the following definitions apply:
Repair - The process of rectifying a component or installation in a Colchester Borough
Council/ Homes owned and/or managed property for which it is responsible, when it is
faulty or in a state of disrepair.
Maintenance - The upkeep of components or installations in a Colchester Borough
Council/Homes owned and/or managed property, for which it is responsible.
Resident - A tenant of a Colchester Borough Council property, including intermediate rent
customers. This policy includes some services and obligations to leaseholders and shared
owners. Where applicable, it is clearly stipulated. This policy does not apply to private
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market rent customers.
2.0 AIMS & OBJECTIVES

Aims




To effectively manage the repairs and maintenance obligations of CBC/CBH, for its
residents
To comply with all relevant government legislative requirements
To ensure that all residents live in a safe and habitable environment at all times

Objectives








To run an effective and reliable responsive repairs service
To continuously improve performance
To give the highest levels of residents satisfaction
To provide a service that gives value for money
To engage openly and responsively with residents about repairs to their home
To provide technical expertise via CBC/CBHs internal staff and contractors
To maintain up-to-date information about CBC residents, homes and CBH

3.0 POLICY STATEMENT
CBC/CBH is committed to providing a high quality service and all staff and suppliers are
trained to work towards this aim. This policy recognises that a successful Repairs and
Maintenance Service considers its residents, its resources, its statutory obligations and
external affecting factors. As a landlord, CBC have a responsibility to protect the value of
its housing stock and to ensure that the service standards and obligations made to its
residents, in respect of their homes, are honored. CBC/CBH expect to work together with
residents to ensure the high quality of its homes, through the meeting of mutual
responsibilities.
4.0 LEGISLATION AND REGULATION
 Landlord & Tenant Act 1985
 Housing Act 2004
 Secure Tenants of Local Housing Authorities (Right to Repair) Regulations 1994
 Defective Premises Act 1972
 Commonhold & Leasehold Reform Act 2002
 Gas Safety (Installation and Use) Regulations 1998
 Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1999
 Building Regulations Act 1984
 Health and Safety at Work Act 1974, Sections 2, 3 and 4
 Housing Health and Safety Rating System 2006
 Equality Act 2010
 HCA – The Regulatory Framework for Social Housing in England from April 2012
 2006 Decent Homes Standard

5.0 STANDARDS
5.1Service Standards
 Provide a 24hr, 7 day a week service to report emergency repairs
 To attend and complete repairs works to published timescales
 Offer a choice of appointment times
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Carry out a gas safety check where required each year
Aim to inspect at least 5% of all repairs and any repair subject to a complaint
Aim to inspect 5% of communal repairs.

5.2 Responsibilities
Tenant responsibilities
Tenants are responsible for all internal decoration and a range of minor repairs together with
any damage caused by themselves or their visitors as set out in the Repairs guide
Vulnerable tenants
CBC/ CBH recognises that management discretion is required in the operations of its Policies.
If a Tenant is deemed vulnerable, service variations may be authorised. This will only be given
if the reported fault has a negative effect on the reported condition. We may also offer extra
assistance, such as accompanied visits or arranging an interpreter, or other special
arrangements that will meet identified needs and be appropriate for the repair.
Some examples of vulnerable tenants include:







Disabled people who use a wheelchair or walking frame
Tenants with an advanced terminal illness
Tenants who use medical equipment such as ventilators or kidney dialysis machines
Tenants with mental health problems or learning difficulties
Tenants whose first language is not English.
Tenants who are aged 70 plus and not in sheltered accommodation

Accidental damage
Any accidental damage caused by repair work carried out in a Tenants home may be covered
by the Tenants home insurance policy. If damage was caused by our staff being negligent,
Tenants can apply for compensation to recover their losses by submitting a claim to our Risk
Management Section.
Right-to-buy
If a Tenant applies to buy their property repair rights reduce accordingly. They will still have a
right to limited repairs until the purchase is completed, or the application withdrawn. Repairs
will be restricted to those ensuring that the structure and exterior of the property are safe and
secure as well as all installations for the supply of water, gas, electricity and sanitation.

6.0 HEATING AND HOT WATER: PROVISION & SERVICING
CBC/CBH will ensure necessary arrangements are in place to provide:
A reactive repairs service, which includes a 24 hour emergency response for some
repairs, in line with our Repairs and Maintenance responsibilities
The annual gas safety inspection programme for individual, communal and commercial
gas boilers and appliances for which it is responsible
CBC is committed to meeting its legislative requirements ensuring all of its homes with a
gas supply have a valid Landlord Gas Safety Record (LGSR). CBH will ensure that the Council
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discharges their duties and will service all gas appliances and boilers for all of its (The
Council’s) homes within 12 months of the previous service date. CBC/CBH will seek to ensure
that annual safety checks and servicing is undertaken in domestic and commercial
properties in accordance with their tenancy agreement or lease, and prior to a new tenancy.
Failure to allow access for servicing will result in CBC/CBH following formal procedures to
gain access. However, CBC/CBH are not responsible for the gas safety and servicing for
leaseholder and shared owner properties, it will work to assist and enable owners to comply
with their obligations, where possible.
Failing Safety Checks
CBC/CBH will upgrade boilers and remove any gas fires that fail their annual inspection. Any
faulty gas appliance owned by the resident that is discovered to be connected to the
system will have a ‘defective appliance’ label attached and will be disconnected. It is the
resident’s responsibility to maintain, or remove, their own defective appliances, once advised.
Communal Systems
Where CBC/CBH has the responsibility of the maintenance or servicing of a communal
system, it will always make sure it does so in line with published repairs and maintenance
service standards. Where third parties such as managing agents have an interest, own or
control the systems, CBC/CBH will endeavor to communicate and work closely with them to
ensure the service received by residents is satisfactory.
7.0 AIDS & ADAPTATIONS
CBC/CBH commits to facilitating and supporting independent living, by carrying out alterations
to meet the special needs of individuals, to enhance their quality of life and where appropriate
enable them to remain in their current home.
CBC assists eligible residents to secure aids and adaptations to their homes, by directly funding
aids and adaptations work in its own housing stock, and undertaking the work where possible.
Aids are additional equipment installed to assist the usability of and mobility around a
resident’s home. An adaptation is an alteration to an existing installation in a resident’s home
that assists the usability of and mobility around a resident’s home.
CBH will service and maintain all adaptations and maintain all aids, where supplied by the
Council. CBH will also replace these at the end of their economic life, provided they are still
demonstrably required.
Please see the CBC/CBH Aids and Adaptations Policy for more information on how the
service is provided.
8.0 PLANNED AND PROGRAMMED MAINTENANCE
Planned maintenance is work carried out on a planned basis to maintain the general condition
of property and fittings. This includes cyclical maintenance of the exterior of the building,
communal areas, of Decent Homes key building components and the periodic servicing of
certain equipment and installation. All planned maintenance work will be carried out in
accordance with regulatory standards, relevant legislation, manufacturer’s instructions or
good trade practice. Full details of this service will be outlined in the CBC/CBH As set
Management Stra tegy.
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Improvements
CBC have a responsibility to repair and maintain and therefore are not obliged to carry out
any improvements to their properties, outside of those which are part of planned programmes
of work. This includes requests for secondary glazing or sound insulation. Any
improvements that CBC/CBH make to individual properties outside of planned works will be
done so on an individual case basis. Should residents wish to make improvements to their
home at their own cost and management, they must do so in line with the process outlined
in the Tenants Right to Improve clauses below(14.0) or in line with their lease or tenancy
agreement.
EMPTY PROPERTIES
The Council maintains and lets properties to certain minimum standards of condition, the
lettings standard is shown in full in the CBC/CBH Asset Management Strategy
9.0 RESPONSIVE DAY TO DAY REPAIRS
For responsive repairs, our aim is to arrange an appointment during first contact with the
resident and complete the repair in one visit. During normal working hours (8:30am to 5:00pm)
CBC/CBH operate a Customer Contact Centre, through which all repair requests must be
made. We will aim to ensure that all urgent and routine repairs (with the exception of specialist
work requiring contact with a third party) will be made by appointment with the resident.
Residents may report repairs by any of the following means:
 By telephone on 282514
 Via the CBC/CBH website
 In person at a local CBC/CBH office
 In writing
Out of Hours Emergency Repairs
Provisions for emergency repairs outside of normal working hours can be accessed by the
standard responsive repairs telephone number. Calls will be redirected automatically through
to CBC/CBH’s out of hours service at 5:00pm. Only those repairs categorised as emergencies
are dealt with out of office hours. If the reported repair is deemed not to be an emergency,
then the resident will be asked to call back during working hours to make an appointment.
9.1 Appointment Times
CBC/CBH offer weekday appointments for the completion of repairs and pre and post
inspections. The following options will be given:
Morning - 8am to 1pm
Afternoon - 12pm to 4pm
TYPES OF REPAIRS
9.2 Priority Categories
Timescales for the commencement and completion of works will be arranged within
CBC/CBH’s approved priority categories listed below. Extra consideration will be given to
those residents who are vulnerable, (see page 4).
Emergency Repairs – Attend within 4 hours (2 hours for heating and hot water breakdowns) and
make safe and complete within 24 hours, if possible. Any follow up work to be raised as a
new job and placed within its appropriate category.
Urgent Repairs - Attend within 3 working days, complete within 5 working days. Routine
Repairs - Attend within 5 working days, complete within 20 working days.
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Resident requests for appointments beyond these timescales will be accommodated with the
exception of emergency repairs.
9.3 Batched Repairs
These will be completed within 4 months of issue to our partners, with the exception of those
repairs which are larger, or more complex in nature, that can be scheduled as part of a
programme of works. This will reduce administrative and overhead costs for both Colchester
Borough Council/Homes and our contractors and adhere to economies of scale. These repairs
include:
Batch repairs:
Path renewals
Rebuilding of brick walls
Fence and boundary maintenance
Repairs works requiring consultation with Leaseholders under section 20 of the Landlord and
tenant Act 1985 (as amended by the Leasehold Reform Act 2002)
Examples of works to be scheduled as part of a programme:
Roof replacement
Window and door replacement
Kitchen replacement
Bathroom replacement
9.4 Pre-Inspection
Some jobs will require a pre-inspection before the repair appointment can be arranged, to
establish the extent of the works. These will be where the scope of the job is not known, or
if the diagnosis given by the resident is not detailed enough. Such inspections may be carried
out by a surveyor, or a nominated contractor representative. Staff will always advise where
this is to be the case. Repairs will then be issued in the appropriate timescales, or programmed
into planned or batched works.
9.5 No Access
Where requested, residents must allow for access to repairs. Where access cannot be gained
for a standard appointment, CBH will operate an Access procedure
In accordance with the law, CBH shall implement an ‘Access Procedure’ for situations where
we need to carry out urgent work in a property. If a Tenant refuses to comply with a reasonable
request for access we will enter the property.
In these cases, we will charge an administration fee to cover our expenses and the associated
costs unless the Resident can evidence compelling reasons not to do so. Unaffordability does
not constitute a reasonable defense.
9.6 When We Call
Repairs will only be carried out where a responsible adult is present to allow us access. If no
responsible adult is present, we will reschedule one further appointment. If there is no
responsible adult to allow entry a second time, we will cancel the repair request, unless doing
so would result in a health and safety risk. If a repair presents a health and safety risk, and
there is no one at the property during the appointment, we may have no option but to force
access to the property. This is detailed above
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Customer Standards for Repairs

Residents
CBC/CBH
To use and inhabit CBC/CBH homes
To ensure that CBC/CBH approved
(internal and communal) and installations
operatives work in a clean and tidy manner
To
allow access for repair works which CBC/CBH
To show ID when attending
responsibly
resident homes are responsible
To maintain areas of the home for which
To only enter a resident’s home where
they are responsible – in accordance
a responsible adult is present, unless
with the conditions of the tenancy
there is evidence of a clear risk to any
To
ensure that
a responsible adult is present forperson(s).
To only carry out work that is stated
agreement
or lease
on the work any repair appointment
specification
To clear repair work area of personal
To inform residents of what work is to be
items or valuables prior to a scheduled
carried out in their home prior to the work
appointment
commencing (except in emergencies)
To not obstruct or deny works to their home or To ensure that operatives work in a way that
is the communal areas
healthy and safe; protecting themselves and
the
environment in which they are working
To be responsible for the repair or replacementTo give advice and information on what
work to of items in a property damaged due to neglect,
their internal home has been
done at the end of carelessness or deliberate action on the part of a scheduled visit and
advise if further visits are the resident household or visitors. To pay any required
charges for such repairs that are
undertaken by CBC/CBH (see Chargeable
Repairs 9.8))
9.7 Customer Satisfaction and Complaints
We want to make sure that we deliver a high quality service every time a repair is reported.
However, mistakes do happen and we are equally committed to resolving complaints and
problems when we receive them.
We will also conduct customer satisfaction surveys for all non-emergency repairs, the results
of the surveys are used to monitor our performance and to review our service.
Our Feedback Policy helps us listen to and respond to the views of people using our services.
We provide all tenants with a copy of our complaints procedure at the start of their tenancy.
9.8 Chargeable Repairs
Where wilful damage or neglect of the Council’s property by a tenant, their family, or a visitor,
results in the Council having to replace or repair items, the tenant will be charged the full cost
of the repair. This sum will need to be paid in full before any repairs are undertaken, unless
there are exceptional circumstances (affordability is not a reasonable defence against charges
for wilful damage). CBH will offer other limited services to tenants on a rechargeable basis,
such as gaining entry upon loss of keys.
9.9 Zero Tolerance
CBC/CBH have zero tolerance towards the abuse of any staff or contractors by residents. All
customers of CBC/CBH are expected to treat all staff with respect and dignity. This means
that they must refrain from behaving in a way that is aggressive, threatening, abusive, or
insulting. Nor must they engage in any behaviour, intentional or otherwise, that constitutes
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harassment or discrimination. CBC/CBH will take reasonable measures to protect staff from
such behaviour where appropriate.
10.0 THE RIGHT TO REPAIR
In accordance with Secure Tenants of Local Housing Authorities (Right to Repair)
Regulations 1994, if a qualifying repair cannot be completed within an agreed timescale, the
resident has the right to request our management team to instruct a second contractor to
complete the work. Where the second attempt, or second contractor, also fails to complete
the work within the agreed time, CBC/CBH will pay compensation to the resident. This
statutory requirement applies to tenants with a secured tenancy.
10.1 The Right to Repair does not apply in the following circumstances:







The resident has told CBC/CBH that they no longer want the qualifying repair carried
out
Where the resident fails to provide details for the contractor to gain access to their
home
Access for an inspection or for the repair to be carried out has not been provided
Where the contractor needs to order special parts to complete the repair (time scales
only)
Where severe weather conditions prevent the contractor from completing the repair
Leaseholder properties

10.2 Qualifying Repairs
Repairs that qualify for the terms noted above are those to a resident’s home, which do
not cost more than £250 and which, if not carried out within a specified period are likely
to jeopardise the health, safety, or security of the resident. These are:
Defect prescribed period (in working
days)
Total loss of electric power
Partial loss of electric power
Unsafe power or lighting socket or electrical fitting
Total loss of water supply
Partial loss of water supply
Total or partial loss of gas supply
Blocked flue to open fire or boiler
Total or partial loss of space or water heating between 31 October and 1 May
Total or partial loss of space or water heating between 30 April and 1 November
Blocked or leaking foul drain, soil stack or toilet pan (where only one in dwelling)
Toilet not flushing (where there is no other working toilet in the dwelling house)
Blocked sink, bath or basin
Tap which cannot be turned
Leaking from water or heating pipe, tank or cistern
Leaking roof
Insecure external window, door or lock
Loose or detached banister or hand rail
Rotten timber flooring or stair treads
Door entry-phone not working

1
3
1
1
3
1
1
1
3
1
1
3
3
1
7
1
3
3
7
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11.0

REPAIR RESPONSIBILITIES

Some repairs are the responsibility of the tenant and not CBC/CBH; such repairs are
defined within the CBC/CBH Tenant Handbook, as well as the respective tenancy
agreement or lease. The resident is responsible for the maintenance, repair or
replacement of the categories set out in their tenancy agreement. The tenant will also be
responsible for the repair, or replacement, of any damaged items in a property. The
repair responsibilities and obligations for Leaseholders or Shared Owners are as
outlined in their lease.
12.0

FIXED FLOOR AND WALL COVERINGS

It is not advisable for residents to lay fixed floor coverings (tiles, hard wood or laminate)
in their homes. This is due to the difficulty in removing them to carry out essential works
such as under floor pipe work, without damaging the fixed covering. CBC/CBH do not
advocate the installation of fixed floor coverings.
13.0

TV AERIALS & SATELLITES

CBC/CBH makes provisions for communal aerial systems on blocks of flats. Many blocks
also have communal arrangements for satellite systems. Any resident seeking to install
further satellite dishes on the external wall of their flat or street property must contact their
local authority Planning Department and obtain written permission.. Some CBC/CBH
properties are listed buildings, where this is the case, or the resident wishing to erect an
installation is not sure of the listed status, they must contact the authority Planning
Department and may need to apply for additional listed building consent.
Where CBC/CBH identifies an unauthorised satellite dish on one of its properties we will
contact the resident, who will have to provide a copy of their obtained written permission
within 28 days. If this has not been provided then CBC/CBH reserves the right to remove
the unauthorised satellite dish.
Where residents have undertaken their own installation of a TV/Radio reception installation
and damage has been caused to the fabric of the building due to the quality of installation
work, CBC/CBH may rectify this damage and recharge the costs to the resident.
14.0

COMMUNAL AREA REPAIRS

CBC/CBH will manage repairs to shared communal areas to the same timescale and
standard as internal repairs. Reports of these repairs will generally be identified during
monthly estate inspections by CBC/CBH staff. However, some repairs may become
apparent between inspections. For these, we rely on residents of the block to report these
directly to CBC/CBH.
Occasionally repairs to such installations may be temporarily remedied and the bulk of the
work may be deferred in to a planned programme for cost efficiency. Affected residents will
be notified if this is to be the case. For further information please see the CBC/CBH Asset
Management Strategy.
Where third parties such as managing agents have responsibility for these repairs,
CBC/CBH will endeavor to communicate and work closely with them to ensure the service
received by residents is satisfactory.
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Tenants Right to Improve
Tenants on secure and flexible tenancies can carry out improvements to their home, but only
secure tenants may be compensated for any improvements made.
A statutory 'Right to Compensation' came into effect on 1st April 1994 and the 'Secure Tenants
of Local Authorities (Compensation for Improvements) Regulations 1994' applies to
improvements carried out by secure tenants after this date.
All tenants must contact Colchester Borough Homes first to ask for permission to carry out
alterations before any works take place. Failure to obtain Colchester Borough Homes or , where
appropriate, the Council’s permission to carry out works may result in tenants paying for the
cost to rectify works, or asked to return the property to its original condition.
Some improvements may also need planning permission or building regulations approval from
the Council and the tenant is responsible for obtaining these. Any permission given by the
Housing Officer for planned works is not planning or building regulations permission and this
may still need to be sought.
Any value that is added to the property as a result of major improvements will be excluded from
the price paid if tenants exercise the Right to Buy and buy their home.
If tenants go ahead with works after permission has been refused, they will be breaking the
conditions of their Tenancy Agreement which may result in court action.
Secure Tenant’s Right to Compensation for Improvements
Tenants with secure (lifetime) tenancies may be able to claim compensation for certain
improvements that have been made when the tenancy ends. The right to compensation for
improvements applies to improvements if they were started on or after 1 April 1994.
The compensation is calculated to take into account wear, tear and depreciation. Tenants can
claim compensation for the cost of materials (but not appliances such as cookers or fridges)
and labour costs (but not their own labour). Internal decoration (such as painting or
wallpapering) does not qualify for compensation. Compensation cannot be claimed for
professional fees (such as architects), or the cost of any relevant planning permission or
consent under Building Regulations.
All claims must be made not more than 28 days before or 14 days after a tenancy

15.0

DEFECT PERIOD REPAIRS

For newly built buildings, the repairs and maintenance are managed through the contractors
who constructed the building for the first year from the building completion. The terms and
conditions of these will be outlined within each building contract. This is known as the defect
rectification period. During this time residents should report their repairs via the Customer
Contact Centre in the usual way. CBC/CBH will aim to ensure that these repairs are carried
out in the appropriate timescales.
Latent defects
These are faults to the property that could not have reasonably have been discovered
through inspection before sale or sign up e.g. faults in hidden fabric or cavities of building
structure. In such cases CBC/CBH does not take automatic responsibility for rectifying or
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improving the defect. These will be managed on a case by case basis.
16.0 ACHIEVING VALUE FOR MONEY
Operating as an efficient and effective business and demonstrating value for money to its
customers, with a high level of service, are key strategic objectives for CBC/CBH. CBC/CBH
has a range of mechanisms in place to demonstrate and improve this, including:
1. Benchmarking cost and performance data such as average costs per property
2. Market testing of the repairs service against other social and external housing
providers
3. Undertaking reviews on processes, services and systems
4. Analysing emergency jobs issued to determine long term remedial or planned works
5. Robust tendering process
6. Statutory consultation process with leaseholders
17.0

CONFIDENTIALITY

Under the Data Protection Act 1998 and the Human Rights Act 1998 and the enhanced
requirements of the General Data Protection Regulations – 2018.
Officers will ensure that they comply with CBC/CBH Data Protection Policy and that they
only involve other agencies and share information with the consent of the resident
concerned, unless:
 CBC/CBH is required to by law
 The information is necessary for the protection of children
18.0

EQUALITY & DIVERSITY

CBC/CBH recognises the needs of a diverse population and always acts within the scope
of its own Equality and Diversity Policy, Human Rights Act 1998 and the Equality Act 2010.
It has a clear understanding of its resident community, with clear regularly updated service
user profiles. The Performance Improvement & Policy Team is responsible for recording,
analysing and monitoring information on ethnicity, vulnerability and disability.
19.0 RESIDENT PARTICIPATION & FEEDBACK
Resident involvement plays a key role in developing the future direction of the repairs and
maintenance service. CBC/CBH works with a recognised Maintenance Forum and a
Leasehold Forum of residents to obtain feedback on the service. Other ad hoc forms of
resident consultation are employed as and when required.
20.0

MONITORING & EVALUATION

CBC/CBH will evaluate and measure its performance and benchmark itself against other
Social Housing Providers through the use of Performance Indicators.
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21.0

HEALTH, SAFETY & THE ENVIRONMENT

Officers will follow CBC/CBH’s Health and Safety Policy and procedures at all
times. CBC/CBH will work closely with the requirement outlined in the Housing
Health and Safety Rating System when diagnosing the condition of its homes
and communal areas. CBC/CBH staff and contractors when on site will use
appropriate personal protective equipment, when necessary. In addition,
environmental checks shall be undertaken covering waste and carbon
management. As a commitment to health, safety and the environment, CBC/CBH
have a number of related policies to assist in the management of its homes and
communal areas, such as the Asbestos Management Policy.

Associated Policies and procedures
Aids and Adaptations Policy
Asset Management Strategy
Data Protection Policy
Equality & Diversity Policy
Health & Safety Policy
Asbestos Management Policy
Repairs Guide
Mobility Scooter Policy
Boundary Definition Policy
Tenants Alteration Policy
Electrical Testing Policy
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Repairs Policy
Appendix 1 – Our Responsibilities
As your landlord, CBC are responsible for:
 All structural work to the building fabric such as brickwork, slates, chimneys
and roofs
 Boilers and hot water tanks
 Fixed heating equipment such as fires, radiators, storage heaters and panel
heaters
 Electrical fittings such as existing sockets, light switches and electric storage
radiators
 All water systems such as pipes and tap washers
 Central heating systems
 All bathroom fittings including toilets, basins, baths and shower appliances
fitted by us
 Repairs to cooker appliances supplied by the Council
 Kitchen and bathroom fixtures (toilets, baths, basins, sinks, gas and water
pipes)
 Repairs to plaster, skirtings and doors
 Ropes, fasteners, lifts and safety catches on windows
 Various small items such as letterboxes, draught excluders and spy holes if
fitted by us
 Stair lighting and maintenance in communal areas
 Carrying out annual central heating servicing and other safety checks,
including periodic inspection/testing
 Carrying out yearly smoke and carbon monoxide alarms and detectors
checks
 Windows and doors
 External painter work
 Outside lighting which was installed by us
 Paths that are laid by us to reach your front door or that follow your house to
the back door if you have one
 Fences supplied by us
 Clothes poles and whirly gigs supplied by us
 Major pest infestations where public health concerns exist, for example major
rodent or significant flea infestations.
Some repairs follow different procedures from others. These are explained in the
Types of Repair section, beginning on page 7.
Some repairs are classified as ‘qualifying repairs’ and must be carried out within a
given time. These are detailed in the Right to Repair section, beginning on page 9.
Your responsibilities
As a tenant, you are responsible for the following repairs:
 All internal decoration, including tiles
 All paving not included in our responsibilities, as mentioned above in
Appendix 1
 Attempting to clear plumbing blockages in the first instance
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Bleeding air from radiators, where appropriate
Blocked waste-traps caused by neglect
Cleaning of communal stairs and passageways as per local arrangements
Doorbells that were not installed by us
Fitting additional locks
Maintaining fittings or fixtures that you have installed with our consent
Lock changes due to loss or theft of keys
Maintenance of fences, gates, driveways and any garden structure including,
patio, decking or other decorative surfaces that you have erected/installed
with our permission or taken responsibility for at the start of your tenancy
Regular testing of smoke and carbon monoxide detectors, and replacing their
batteries where required
Repairing minor cracks and holes in walls and ceilings that can be reasonably
filled before decoration
Replacing or repairing small fixtures and fittings such as coat hooks, stoppers
and chains for sinks
Resetting tripped switches, replacing fuses, fluorescent tubes and light bulbs
(unless it is communal stair lighting)
Television aerials, satellite dishes, internet communication equipment and
reception equipment
Uplifting and re-laying of laminate floors or floor coverings for access required
by our tradesperson/s
Uplifting broken glass (unless caused by vandalism, which has been reported
to the police).

If you are in any doubt about how you can carry out any of the tasks mentioned above,
please contact us.
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Repairs Policy
Appendix 2 – Service Standards
When you report a repair to us:








We will answer the phone, on average, within twenty five seconds
We will be polite and helpful on the phone and in your home
We will take details of your repair request, give you a job number and agree
with you an appointment date on which the work will be done or set a target
date for either a surveyor or if necessary a partner organization to contact
you to make an appointment to inspect or schedule a repair.
We will offer you convenient appointment times for day-to-day repairs
We will make every effort to keep all appointments. If there is any delay, we
will let you know in advance
There may be occasions when a surveyor has to call in the first instance.
Where this happens you will be given a target date by which time a surveyor
should have contacted you to make an appointment to allow an inspection
to take place before we begin any work.

Code of Conduct for tradespersons
Our tradespersons and external contractors will:
 Be tidily dressed and wear any designated uniform
 Introduce themselves to you and show proof of identity
 Explain the nature and purpose of the job
 Be polite and courteous
 Respond to your complaints
 Treat your details in confidence
 Behave properly and professionally at all times
 Not smoke, work under the influence of alcohol, use bad language, play
radios or cassette players or use your facilities without permission
 Minimise disruption and mess to your home
 Take care of your property and possessions and protect these from dust,
paint etc.
 Keep your home secure at all times
 Keep safe all materials and equipment used on site to avoid danger to you
and visitors
 Reconnect and test services such as water, gas and electricity at the end of
each working day
 Clear any rubbish from inside of tenanted properties at the end of each
working day
 Remove any rubbish from the garden of void houses and other areas outside
the property
 Comply with health and safety legislation and relevant codes of practice
 Treat you equally, regardless of your ethnic background, disabilities,
religious beliefs, age or sexual orientation.
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REPORT TO COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES BOARD

DATE:

1 November 2018

TIME:

7.00pm

VENUE:

The Studio Theatre at the Mercury Theatre

AGENDA ITEM:

10

SUBJECT:

Customer Plan 2018-22 annual review

REPORT BY:

Karen Williams, Head of Housing Management
Kirk Braker, Head of Operations
 (01206) 282433
 karen.williams@cbhomes.org.uk
kirk.braker@cbhomes.org.uk

FOR DISCUSSION
1.

Decision Required

1.1

None. This report is to review progress with the implementation of the
Customer Plan 2018-22 and make recommendations for the further
development of the Plan and associated Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).

2.

Purpose of Report

2.1

The Board is invited to review progress over the last nine months with the
implementation of the Customer Plan (attached as Appendix 1) and the
associated KPIs (attached as Appendix 2), consider the plans for the next 12
months and make recommendations for the further development of the Plan.

3.

Background & Content

3.1

In September 2017 the Board agreed the new CBH Strategic Plan 2017-22.
The Strategic Plan is underpinned by six delivery plans, one of which is the
Customer Plan. The Board agreed that each of the delivery plans should be
reviewed on an annual basis by Board in order to provide an opportunity to
monitor and scrutinise progress towards the achievement of the objectives
contained in the Strategic Plan.

3.2

The Customer Plan was approved by Board on 22 February 2018, so
although a full year has not yet elapsed since approval of the plan, this report
is being brought to assist in developing our Board monitoring process for the
Strategic Plan.
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The aims of the Customer Plan are:




To deliver services that reflect the needs and diversity of our customers
To make it easy for customers to do business with us
To improve customer satisfaction levels

3.3

During the annual review the leads for each plan look back on the previous 12
months and, together with other senior managers and directors, make
recommendations for the next 12 months and beyond.

3.4

The review has included a consideration of the key performance indicators
which have been approved to monitor progress towards the overall ambition
of the Plan, which is to achieve top 25% customer satisfaction by 2022 when
compared with other local authority-owned housing management companies
and local authorities.

4.

Review of the last 9 months

4.1

Highlights from the last 9 months

















All Staff have attended “My Customer” customer service training
programme delivered by Mary Gober International.
All managers have attended “My Customer” embedding training
programme.
We have Customer Champions from all areas of the business and meet
regularly to progress our action plan.
Each Team has identified their top five customer improvement challenges.
Customer plan objectives built into all staff 1-2-1s and appraisals.
Developed a new suite of customer contact monitoring measures with
CBC’s call centre.
Worked with the Resident Panel to develop a new repairs guide.
New policies have been developed utilising the “My Customer” training
tools.
CBH have reviewed contract arrangements for major works and will now
seek to manage the Customer Liaison as part of major projects.
All engagement events now have impact assessments to measure
outcomes.
‘Out of Office’ telephone and email Etiquette guiding principles agreed by
the champions.
STAR 2018 outcomes delivered to all teams across the Company
Used customer behavioural insight to reduce repair recharges.
Targeted key customer contact areas to reduce contact and channel shift
to self-serve.
Homelessness Reduction Act implementation has resulted in a significant
impact on channel shift.
Complaints process has been fully reviewed and the improved process is
now in place.
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4.2

Areas where progress has been slower than expected
Challenges:









4.3

Delay to roll out of communication etiquette - Customer Champions have
this on their work schedule to now implement.
Development of a new fit for purpose website – work group now in place to
progress this
Currently there is no budget provision to progress the development of “My
Customer” initiatives
Survey of Tenants and Residents (STAR) “free text” comments provide an
opportunity to learn and improve but currently we do not have the capacity
to do this work.
The Customer Plan and Medium-Term Delivery Plan customer satisfaction
measure currently only includes property services functions.
Delay to development and implementation of “My Customer” induction for
new starters.
Delay to testing customer excellence skills as part of recruitment and
selection process.
Customer Charter and Service Standards yet to be reviewed and
implemented – new Insight and Engagement Officer now in post to
progress this

Changes in the last year that could affect successful delivery of the plan








New Asset Management Strategy and Housing Investment Programme
implementation commenced April 2018
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) effective from May 2018
Homelessness Reduction Act 2017
Universal Credit live service
MHCLG Social Housing Green Paper focus on consumer standard
STAR survey 2018 results
Resident Insight & Engagement officer vacancy and recruitment

5.

Forward Look

5.1

Area of focus for the action plan for the next 12 months










Development of Customer Satisfaction measures across all key front line
customer contact areas
Design and implementation of new CBH website
Develop Channel Shift plans tailored to customer needs
Continue to embed and monitor My Customer training progress.
Visit high-performing housing organisations to bring back good practice
Develop customer insight tools for each area of the Company to help focus
improvement in key satisfaction drivers highlighted in 2018 STAR survey
Work with the customer call centre to continue to drive self-serve and
channel shift
Complaints Policy review
Linking outcomes from the Community Plan aims to the Customer Plan,
developing services and projects that enable residents to help themselves
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5.2

and working effectively with local partners that provide support and advice
to local people
Developing impact assessment outcomes and linking them to the Value for
Money Plan

Additional resources required
Successful delivery of the Plan outcomes at this stage in implementation
depends primarily on capacity and engagement in the organisation to move
workstreams forward and on effective prioritisation of actions and resources.
Although some supporting actions in the Plan require financial resources, the
main focus for Customer Plan leads in the next period will be engaging teams
across the organisation and embedding new behaviours and working
practices. Recent organisational changes such as the transfer-in of the
Housing Systems Team, the appointment of a Resident Insight and
Engagement Officer and an Equality and Diversity Business Partner will assist
with this work.

6.

Recommendations

6.1

Aims of the Plan
No changes are recommended to the Plan aims at this point in time.

6.2

Changes to progress KPIs
Two of the four KPIs identified in the Plan and at Appendix 2 are still work in
progress as we develop the process for measurement and reporting. It is
therefore proposed that no changes are made at this point to the KPI set for
this Plan.

7.

Risk Management

7.1

The achievement of the objectives in the Customer Plan is a key component
of the Company’s Strategic Plan and as such will be reflected in the
development of the company’s revised risk management framework.

8.

HR Implications

8.1

None.

9.

Legal Implications

9.1

None.

10.

Financial Implications

10.1 Successfully addressing some of the challenges identified in 4.2 will require
financial provision in the 2019/20 budget-setting process.
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11.

Value for Money

11.1 The completion of impact assessments on resident engagement opportunities
across the organisation is assisting us to monitor and ensure value for money
in our engagement activities.
12.

Health & Safety Implications

12.1 None
13.

Equality & Diversity Implications

13.1 The Customer Plan supports our customer engagement opportunities to
ensure they are aligned to our Equality Duty.
14.

Residents at the Heart

14.1 The Customer Plan ensures we place customers at the heart of what we do.
Developing a greater understanding of our customers will enable us tailor our
services more effectively and to improve the customer experience.
15.

Decision Required?

15.1 No.
16.

Appendices

16.1 The following documents are appended to this report:



Appendix 1 – Customer Plan 2018-2022
Appendix 2 – Customer Plan Key Performance Indicators
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1. Introduction & purpose
Satisfaction with our services has risen significantly over the last few years,
with overall satisfaction for tenants increasing from 78% in 2010 to 85% in
2016. However, we still score as below average for customer satisfaction
versus our HouseMark benchmarking group in the East of England and
against other Arms-Length Management Organisations.
In the current environment, maintaining and improving satisfaction rates will
be increasingly challenging but it remains a critical measure of business
success. Achievement of the ambitions set out in this Customer Plan will
require focus, dedication and investment on our part.
This Customer Plan therefore sets out our approach to attaining the
improved customer satisfaction which we have identified as a key factor in
achieving our mission of delivering great value services that make a
difference.

2. Strategic aims
CBH’s overall ambition as set out in our Strategic Plan 2017-22 is to be the
trusted choice for local housing, property and community services.
We plan to do this by delivering services that are valued by our
customers and serving our communities. Investing in our customer service
will not only help us improve our headline measure of customer satisfaction
but will also enable us to deliver value for money and positive outcomes in
the community.
Our Strategic Plan acknowledges that we will need excellent customer
service in order to achieve our ambitions. The aims of this plan are therefore:
•
•
•

To deliver services that reflect the needs and diversity of our
customers
To make it easy for customers to do business with us
To improve customer satisfaction.

3. Our ambition by 2022
Our latest Survey of Tenants and Residents in 2016 showed overall
satisfaction with our services at 85% (13th place out of 19 similar
organisations who have carried out the same satisfaction survey in the last 2
years). In an environment of reducing funds available for investment it makes
sense to measure our performance against organisations facing similar
challenges.
Our ambition is to achieve top 25% satisfaction when compared with other
local authority-owned housing management companies by 2022.

Customer Plan
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To deliver this we will need to show that:
•
•
•
•

We have helpful, customer-focused, committed staff who feel
empowered to make decisions
We are clear and consistent in the way we communicate with
customers and deliver services
We can anticipate customers’ needs before they contact us
Our services are accessible to customers in the ways they choose,
both online and offline.

4. How we will achieve our aim
We plan to achieve our aim by:
•
•
•
•

Empowering staff & supporting a customer-focused culture
Communicating more clearly with our customers about our services
and being consistent in the way we deliver them
Creating insight into our customers and using it to improve service
delivery
Improving access to services.

This will be supported by the projects and workstreams in the Customer
Action Plan which accompanies this document.

5. How we will measure progress
We will monitor the following indicators to ensure we are on track over the
course of the plan:
•
•
•
•

% overall customer satisfaction
% satisfaction that we listen to & act on customers’ views
% customers accessing services digitally
Completed resident engagement impact assessments.

6. Consultation
The following were consulted during the drafting of this plan, and input
incorporated:
•
•

Directors Management Team
Senior Management Team

The following were consulted as part of the strategic plan consultation which
informed this plan:
•

CBH Board

Customer Plan
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•
•
•
•
•

Staff forum
All CBH staff (via roadshows & survey)
Colchester Borough Council – Housing Portfolio Holder & senior
officers
CBH customers (via focus group & survey)
Mondrem UK (external consultant).

7. References
2016 Colchester Borough Homes STAR Survey results
HouseMark benchmarking data for Colchester Borough Homes – 2015/16
Homes and Communities Agency - Tenant Involvement and Empowerment
Standard – July 2017

8. Related documents
The CBH Strategic Plan 2017-22 gives overall direction to this plan. The CBH
Board provides overall strategic direction to the company and is responsible
for monitoring progress against the strategic objectives.
The CBH Medium Term Delivery Plan 2018-22 sets out how we will deliver
services on behalf of Colchester Borough Council to fulfil our management
agreement obligations. These include our obligations to ensure good
customer service.
CBH People Plan sets out how we will support to ensure they can make a
difference to our customers.
The CBH Leadership Plan sets out how the Board and management of the
company will be supported to set and follow the strategic direction of the
company, including ensuring we are accountable to our customers through
our governance arrangements.
The CBH Community Plan sets out how we will deliver our services to make a
difference in the community in line with our social purpose.
The CBH Business development plan shapes how we will generate income to
protect the services we provide to customers.
The CBH Value for Money, Technology & Investment Plan guides how we will
work more efficiently and invest savings and new income for the benefit of our
customers.
This plan is also supported by the Colchester Borough Homes Resident
Insight and Engagement Strategy 2016-19, which details how we will use
customer insight and engagement to improve our services.

Customer Plan
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Appendix 2

Key performance indicators
A set of key performance indicators have been agreed to track progress towards our overall ambition to achieve top 25%
satisfaction when compared with other local authority-owned housing management companies and local authorities by 2022 and
to demonstrate that:





We have helpful, customer-focused, committed staff who feel empowered to make decisions
We are clear and consistent in the way we communicate with customers and deliver services
We can anticipate customers’ needs before they contact us
Our services are accessible to customers in the ways they choose, both online and offline.
Key performance
indicator
% overall customer
satisfaction

% satisfaction that we
listen to & act on
customers’ views
% customers
accessing services
digitally
Completed resident
engagement impact
assessments

Customer Plan 2018 - Review

Frequency

Methodology

Latest

Status

2018/19

2021/22

Monthly

Combination of the
following: repairs and
maintenance, new
tenants moving in and
property upgrades

93.5

Amber

95

98

Every two
years

Results from STAR
Survey

65

Amber

66

71

TBC

TBC

24

Green

26

60

TBC
Quarterly

Methodology for
collecting data to be
designed
Each engagement with
groups of residents is
recorded

85
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Medium Term Delivery Plan
2018-2022
Performance report

2018/19
Quarter 2

Completed

In progress
/on target

Not
started/
behind
schedule/
below
target

Unlikely to
achieve
target
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Cancelled /
on hold

Customer
Highlights:

Forward look:

• New repairs handbook is in draft and consultation with CBH Residents
Panel has been held.
• The Enhanced Housing Options (EHO) self-serve system shows that
9462 customers have accessed the system from April to September.
• 4512 online appointments have been booked for the housing options
“initial assessment” which has resulted in 625 full assessments taking
place. We expect the online appointment numbers to settle down now
that the new process is established with customers.
• New Resident Insight and Engagement Officer is in post
• STAR residents' survey outcome reported to tenants/leaseholders and
staff
• Call volumes for Housing Management and Repairs decreasing,
evidence of more customers accessing self-serve.
• 100% positive voicemail comments for Customer Service Centre (CSC)
service on housing calls
• Gateway to Homechoice Training completed for Customer Service
Centre advisors

• Procuring external
company to measure
transactional customer
satisfaction for key areas
• Developing new suite of
rent arrears letters with
CBC
• Developing FAQ's for
housing register enquires
& photovoltaic panels
• Meeting arranged with
CBH and CSC to review
Asset Management and
Repairs processes
• CSC customer
satisfaction email survey
to be implemented
• Plans being drawn up for
CBC digital development
team to design and
develop new website for
CBH
• Review of complaints
process & policy

Risks, issues and actions required:
• Increased number of customers dropping in to the library Hub creating
additional work. Exploring potential communications to mitigate this.
Only one third of drop-ins are actually street homeless that night.

% customer satisfaction
Cumulative
Result

Target

93.5%

Adjusted
Status

95.0%

98%
97%
96%
95%
94%
93%
92%
91%
90%
2017/18 Yr-end

Q1

Q2

Quarter only

Q3

Cumulative

Q4

Target

Breakdown of satisfaction: internal repairs, contractor repairs, Housing Investment Programme, Empty properties and adaptations

Weighting
5
25

40

100%

Internal Repairs Satisfied

90%

HIP Satisfied

80%

Voids Satisfied
Contractor Repairs Satisfied

70%

10
20

Adapts Satisfied

60%
2017/18 Yr-end

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4
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Housing Options and Homelessness
Highlights:
• Received invitation to bid for funding for Street Mentors
• Housing First established and service level agreement agreed
• First Official Street Count carried out -16 people were counted, 2 of
whom were also counted in November 2017. They will be accessing
the Housing First pilot.
• Further grant funding of £204k provisionally awarded to further the
rough sleeping work.
• 24 full duty homelessness acceptances April to September 2018
against 91 acceptances for the same period in 2017.
• The MHCLG Homelessness Advisor and the Rough Sleeping Advisor
have met with us to discuss our progress both on the Homelessness
Reduction Act and Rough Sleeping. They are very pleased with our
progress and may use us as Best Practice.
• Additional beds at Night Shelter agreed
• Severe weather emergency provision is being developed.

Risks, issues and actions required:
• Plans in place to mitigate planned absence of Head of Housing
Options from November to January
• Second tranche of Rough Sleeper funding is dependent on achieving
targets for the first phase. Work plan is being closely monitored.

400

Forward look:
• Homelessness Prevention
Charter website is under
development.
• Duty to Refer live from 1
October
• Homefinder rebranded, now
"Home Step", to be launched
at Landlords Forum in
October
• Launch of Small Grants
programme £2-£5k
• First person moving into
Housing First pilot
• Official Street Count 23
November
• Recruitment of 2 x rough
sleeper Outreach Workers
• Outreach Workers to
complete Personal Housing
Plans to allow us to track
progress.
• Solo recruited to deliver
lodging scheme
• Recruitment of Severe
Weather Emergency
Provision Co-ordinator

7

300

5

200
100

31

42

1

0
Q1
Q2
Q3
Number of new cases
Number of preventions &
relived

Q4

2017/18
Yr-end

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Number in B&B
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Repairs and Maintenance
Highlights:

Forward look:

• Making changes to the Repairs Handbook agreed at the Resident
Panel meeting.
• Works identified from fire risk assessments progressing on threestorey blocks
• CBC have signed-off new Repairs Policy
• Procurement exercise to achieve better value for money on clothing
for Operations Team.
• Received Masternaut Silver Award for fleet management and
sustainability.
• Responsive repairs audit completed by Mazars

• Final draft of Repair
Handbook
• Action plan for new 18th
Edition Wiring Regulations
required to highlight the
changes necessary to
ensure the electrical safety
of our housing stock.

Risks, issues and actions required:
• CBC Street Services service level agreement performance
supporting voids has become an area for concern
• Advertised both Electrical Manager (second advert) and Field
Supervisor
• Out of hours repairs training for Helpline staff has taken longer than
expected
• Electrical contractor went into liquidation, alternative supply chain
has been mobilised.

% repairs completed on time
Cumulative
Result

98.5%

Target

Adjusted
Status

97.0%

100%

99%

98%

97%

96%
2017/18 Yr-end

Q1

Q2

Quarter only

Q3

Cumulative

Q4

Target

% on time by priority

100%
99%
99%
98%
98%
97%
97%
96%

21 day priority
3 day priority
24 hour priority

2017/18 Yr-end

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4
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Housing Asset Management
Forward look

Highlights
• Resolved contractual issues with external works contractor and
surveys completed for the programme re-start on 22nd October.
• 30-year plan completed and principles with CBC agreed for the
2019/20 budget.
• Photovoltaic panels claim resolved with funder.
• 2019/20 garage surveys completed and proposed programme
agreed by CBC.
• Financial target for Q2 met but % of elements completed behind
target of 45.2%. See issue below.
• Nominated at the National Energy Awards and at the upcoming
SHIFT awards for 2017/18 projects.

• Bathroom tender out by
19th October.
• Heating tender out by 31st
October.
• 30-year cost summaries to
CBC.
• 5-year plan and 2019/20
budget (in detail) for 31st
October.
• Senior Building Surveyor
recruitment (2nd attempt)

Risks, issues and actions required
• Door programme behind schedule due to FD30 Fire doors being
withdrawn from the market. Awaiting list of approved fire door
manufactures from the sector.
• New kitchen contractor has raised pre-contract terms which at this
moment in time would qualify their tender and has delayed the start
date. Deadline given, CBC informed and option to appoint second
placed contractor.
• Harrison Court heating fault. Resolved same day however further
weaknesses raised in the call-out procedure. Addressed with
contractor.
• Government consulting on potential changes to Decent Homes
Standard via Social Housing Green Paper.

% capital program elements completed on time
Cumulative
Result

Target

31.8%

Adjusted
Status

45.2%

120%
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
Q1

Q2
Quarter only

Q3
Cumulative

Q4

Cumulative Target

1179

Number of
elements
expected

902
553

Number of
elements
completed

375
115

125

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4
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Housing Management
Highlights:

Forward look:

• Under occupation cases are at a record low, with 244 cases
• 22 tenants helped to obtain a bank account
• 78 new Discretionary Housing Payments awards in this period value £45,955
• Gardening awards event held, celebrating tenants' achievements in
their communities
• 3 Make a Difference Days completed within the period
• CBH Antisocial Behaviour (ASB) team working in partnership with
Safer Colchester Group to tackle the town centre issues
• Both trainee community caretakers have started their qualification
training

• Hosting a Domestic Abuse
Housing Alliance event in
December
• Level 2 safeguarding
training booked in for front
line housing teams
• ASB partnership working
training booked in with
external solicitor
• Annual review of Make a
Difference Day programme
for 2018 and forward look to
2019
• Social Housing Green
Paper resident discussion in
October
• GEM graduate recruit starts
in October
• Good Neighbour Awards
• Review of Tenant Incentive
Policy

Risks, issues and actions required:
• Evictions for arrears higher than 2017/18 - 8 evictions at the end of
quarter 2. Continuing to offer support and undertake prevention
activities
• Universal Credit cases have risen to 200 - serious delays with
payments, average arrears are £255 - working with DWP to put
early support in place
• Domestic abuse (DA) reports increasing - training booked in and
partnership event booked in for November. Developing a jointly
funded DA Coordinator post with Colne Housing

% rent collected from current tenants (of rent due)
Cumulative
Result

96.7%

Target

Adjusted
Status

96.5%

100%
99%
98%
97%
96%
95%
94%
2017/18 Yr-end

Q1
Quarter only

New ASB cases
2018/19

90

2017/18
2016/17
2015/16

50
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q3
Target

Q4

100%

110

70

Q2
Cumulative

% rent collected
2018/19

99%
98%

% rent collected
2017/18

97%
96%
95%
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4
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% rent collected
2016/17

Letting Homes
Highlights:

Forward look:

• Lettings team performance remains focused and confidence has
increased in team negotiation skills. This helps prompt move-in
dates despite the delays with the contract.
• In-house teams continue to perform well.

• Lettings team developing
electronic/paperless sign up
process.
• Recruitment of new Voids
Supervisor.
• Review Customer
Satisfaction against Empty
Property Standard following
increased complaints
around painting/plastering.
• Contracts Manager work
with the Housing
Officer/Letting Team on the
Empty Property Standard.
• SharePoint area being built
for better collaborative
working across the teams.

Risks, issues and actions required:
• CBC's Empty Property contractor activated the 26 week break
clause in this contract. This contract is now due to terminate on 12
April 2019.
• Working on emergency cover for any contractual shortfalls.
• Condition of the properties being returned are a cause for concern,
with a significant increase in the amount of belongings and garden
rubbish being left.
• Due to capacity constraints in the voids team, pre-termination
inspections are not currently being done, leading to delays in the
overall process.

Days to relet general needs properties (incl capital works, excluding structural)
Cumulative
Result

Target

25.3

Adjusted
Status

25.0

30
25
20
15
10
5
0
2017/18 Yr-end

Q1

Q2
Quarter only

Q3

Cumulative

Q4

Target

30
25
Days before between receipt
of keys and tenancy end

20
15

Empty property works

10
Days to re-let from
completion of work

5
0
2017/18 Yr-end

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4
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Corporate Facilities Management
Highlights:

Forward look:

• Tenders received for replacement of heating boilers at
LeisureWorld Colchester. Portfolio Holder report submitted awaiting end of call-in period before placing order with
successful contractor.
• Works commenced on site at Natural History Museum.
• In-depth condition surveys of corporate stock ongoing
• Future of Building Maintenance Programme discussed at PMB.
Council accepts that not increasing programme funding
contributions is a risk and therefore has accepted budget
pressure that additional contributions will make.
• Budget setting process for delegated budgets complete.

• Cleaning contract to go out to
tender by end of October 2018.
• Heating boiler replacement
project starts on site at
LeisureWorld Colchester
29/10/18.
• Flexibility regarding how the
corporate repairs &
maintenance budget is
managed by CBH to be
discussed with the Council.

Risks, issues and actions required:
• Significantly outperforming corporate repairs target - revised
target to be agreed
• Building Surveyor post within Design Team yet to be filled
increasing pressure on remaining surveyor resources. This has
lead to condition survey work having to be outsourced and may
possibly lead to some future project work also being outsourced.

% repairs to corporate properties completed on time
Reporting on in-house repairs only, not contractor jobs
Cumulative
Result

96.4%

Target

Adjusted
Status

75.0%

100%
95%
90%
85%
80%
75%
70%
Q1

Q2
Quarter only

Q3
Cumulative

Q4
Target

100%
95%

7 day priority

90%

14 day priority

85%

28 day priority

80%
75%
70%
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4
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Compliance
Highlights:
• Gas contract continues to perform well against targets
• GDPR Data Protection Impact Assessments are being completed
• Advice is being provided to staff regarding how we will maintain the security of
our systems and communications in the future.
• Working to ensure that the right GDPR-related terms are in place in agreements
and contracts with external contractors and third party suppliers.
• Information Asset Register 80% complete
• Data beach procedure agreed and data breach forms sent to managers
• OHSAS 18001 - successful six-month review audit took place September.
Maintained certification on all standards receiving 2 minor non-conformities and
1 opportunities for improvement
• No outstanding fire risk assessments (471 completed). Total number of risk
assessments completed as of end of September 2018; 47 Control of
Substances Hazardous to Health (COSHH), 301 Display Screen Equipment
(DSE),
26 General risk assessment undertaken for tasks undertaken.
• 97% asbestos surveys completed.

Forward look:
GDPR
• New GDPR/Data
Protection E-learning
being developed.
• Staff communications
planned re data breach
reporting, and the
importance of adhering
to our data retention
and deletion
commitments.
• ISO 9001 & 14001:
Audits booked for
October 2018 - CBH
currently still hold their
certification.

Risks, issues and actions required:
• Government consulting on potential changes to regulatory framework (including health & safety) via Social
Housing Green Paper.
• Further increase in incidents of violence and aggression towards staff - conflict resolution training planned, risk
assessments carried out at Greenstead Local Housing Office & measures to be implemented to increase
security.
• Work to ensure continuing compliance & continuity with CBC client team
• Issues with current lone working devices - exploring options
• Estimate that CBH is 60-70% compliant with regard to GDPR. Main outstanding issue is that fact that we have
no automated deletion of records process and therefore there is a backlog of historic data stored which needs
to be destroyed. Mainly electronic data, however also includes microfiche and hard copy files.

% of properties with a valid Landlord Gas Safety Certificate

Cumulativ
e

100.0%

Target

Adjusted
Status

100.0%

105%

100%

95%

90%
2017/18 Yr-end

Q1

Q2

Quarter only

Q3

Cumulative

Q4

Target

7000
6000

Number of properties
with valid gas certs

5000
4000
3000

Number of gas services
carried out
(cumulative)

2000
1000
0
2017/18 Yr-end

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4
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Item 12.

CBH Strategic Plan assurance report
Q2 2018/19
Customer plan
Top 25% ALMO for satisfaction by 2022
Value for Money, Technology & Investment plan
Lowest 25% cost per property in the East by 2022
People plan
Times top 100 not-for-profit employer by 2022
Business development plan
£1.6m from trading income by 2022 (subject to annual review)
Leadership plan
Leadership that inspires trust and confidence in CBH by 2022
Community plan
A community enabling leader for Colchester by 2022

Key

On target

Currently below target but
expected to achieve
target

12. Strategic Plan Assurance Report Q2 2018-19 - October 2018

Unlikely to achieve target
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Customer plan
Top 25% ALMO for satisfaction by 2022
Highlights
 Customer Plan meeting held with Customer Champions
 Champions now completing end of month highlight reports
 All teams have identified their top five customer improvement
projects for the next year
 New Resident Insight and Engagement Officer in post
 2 Additional My Customer sessions and 1 manager embedding
session have been booked in for all new starters
 STAR survey outcome report delivered by Customer Champions
to all teams
 Champions have developed corporate ‘out of office’ telephone and
email etiquette
 Customer review survey developed in facilities/design and
technical management teams.
 Customer satisfaction levels with CSC remain consistently high.
 New Resident Panel meeting to consult on new repairs handbook.

Risks, issues & support required
 Still only measuring satisfaction within Property Service areas.
Project plan in place to scope out other satisfaction measures for
key priority areas of CBH activity

Progress measure
% overall satisfaction
% satisfaction that we listen to & act on views of customers
% customers accessing services digitally
Completed resident engagement impact assessments

12. Strategic Plan assurance report Q2 2018-19

Forward look
 Implementation of
email/phone etiquette
 Complaint workshop to
review new process
 Reviewed Complaints Policy
 E-Learning platform – new
customer service module
 Bi-monthly meetings for
Customer Champions
 Visit to top quartile
organisation to benchmark
 Strategic plan visuals in
Rowan House and
Gosbecks
 Scoping project for
customer satisfaction
measures across all key
priority areas.
 Work to record & report
impact of Tenant Liaison
Officer activity – listening to
views.

Latest
93.5
65
TBC
24

2018/19
target
95.0
66

2022
target
98
71

26

60

98
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Value for Money, Technology & Investment plan
Lowest 25% cost per property in the East by 2022
Highlights
 Quarterly meetings undertaken with Value for Money (VfM)
champions
 Template completed by champions when any VfM savings and
efficiencies are identified
 SMT continue to build on Working Smarter training to conduct
process reviews across all service areas – current process reviews
being undertaken are Procurement and Leasehold/Section 20
process
 Transfer of Housing Systems Team to CBH successfully
completed– opportunities to better support strategic aims and
process reviews currently being explored
 CBH surveyors continue with intense scrutiny of works
issued/handed over on capital projects resulting in significant
savings on these projects
 Older Person Services visiting schedule redesigned and
implemented resulting in overall reduction in mileage by the team
 Significant progress on SharePoint build and rollout
 Roll-out of Total Mobile system to Community Caretaker team,
resulting in the team being able to report issues & upload photos.
Team is also using a new form for fires inspections which has
reduced inspection times from 10 minutes to 2 minutes
 Establishment of regular ICT liaison meetings with CBC at
strategic level
 Single ICT work plan in place, aligned to strategic priorities

Forward look
 Continuation of quarterly
meetings with VfM
champions
 Building VfM into
appraisals/1-1s and team
meetings
 New process to capture
savings, ensuring sufficient
evidence and challenge
 Looking at options for
garage rent incentives
 Retendering of corporate
Planned Preventative
Maintenance & cleaning
contracts
 Timesheet analysis to
establish margins on trading
projects and the ability to
resource projects
appropriately
 Completion of migration to
SharePoint to generate
further efficiencies building
on the Working
Smarter/Agile Working
Project

Phase 1 of new website
Risks, issues & support required
build, including review of
 Government consulting on potential changes to performance
structure & content
reporting via Social Housing Green Paper – proposals include

Roll out of CBC Windows 10
league tables
project, migration of key
 Goss web contract ends March 2019. Website project must be
systems to the cloud
completed in time to ensure no loss of availability. Reliance on
 Review of ICT service level
CBC for website build work
agreement with CBC early
 CBC network drives to be frozen from early 2019, SharePoint
2019
migration needs to be monitored to ensure deadline is met

Options appraisal for
 £ reinvested – 2018-19 savings targets will need to be met before
procurement of new
any bids can be submitted to the VfM panel for reinvestment
Housing Management
System
 Consultation on new
Technology Plan
 Improve WiFi at Sheltered
and Greenstead Housing
Office
2018/19
2022
Progress measure
Latest
target
target
Cost per unit (repairs & housing management combined)
Top
£879
£1022
Quartile
% staff who feel their productivity has improved with technology
75%
38.56%
40%
£ reinvested
0
0
TBC
12. Strategic Plan assurance report Q2 2018-19
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People plan

Times top 100 not-for-profit employer by 2022
Highlights
 Investors in People assessment - outcome and report due October
 Content for the new E-Learning Management System under
development. Courses to be launched include Stress Awareness,
Personal Safety, Equality & Diversity and Wellbeing content.
 First personalised Total Reward Statements sent out to staff.
 CBH has signed up to the Colchester Travel Plan and will be
holding a number of 'pop up’ events.
 Working with the Staff Forum to revise the Management Charter
 Successful induction/integration of Housing Systems team
 This year's staff conference has a People Plan theme
 Graduate trainee on the national GEM programme has been
recruited
 13 members of staff within Housing Options have chosen to take
up 'supervisions' with an external counsellor in the last quarter.
 6 new starters have been appointed to roles within CBH. Getting to
Know You Day for new starters was held on the 13th September. T
 7 leavers during the last quarter
Risks, issues & support required
 Government consulting on professionalisation of housing
management services via Social Housing Green Paper - potential
for new requirements.
 Limited progress against Social Housing Equality Framework
action plan, although the new Business Partner – Equality and
Safeguarding has now started at CBH.
 Difficulty recruiting to a number of posts across the organisation –
looking at options, e.g. new graduates, revisit approach to
marketing.
Progress measure
% of staff who feel empowered to make decisions and have
ownership of their work
% of staff who are supported by their manager to do the job to the
best of their ability
% of employees who would recommend CBH as an employer
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Forward look
 E-Learning platform to go
live 7 November
 Arranging work experience
placements for Military
Correctional Centre and the
13th Air Assault Regiment
junior officer skills gap
project.
 More discussion about
multiskilling and working
between back office teams
teams e.g. ICT support,
Business Intelligence.
 New Wellbeing policy
scheduled for December
Board

Latest

2018/19
target

2022
target

74%

75%

78%

75%

76%

79%

75%

76%

79%
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Business development plan
£1.6m from trading income by 2022 (subject to annual review)
Highlights
 Mercury Rising project starts on site with demolition contract 15
October 2018.
 Tenders issued and received for:
o Replacement heating boilers at Leisure World Colchester
o Highways Inspection works.
 Commissions received:
o Heritage highlighted project.
o Drinking water fountains within Colchester Town Centre.
o Roach Vale Primary School.
o Lighting replacement for 7 surface car parks for Braintree
District Council.
 Meeting held with Amphora Trading to discuss future works.
 Exploring feasibility of using current systems to provide repairs
service to other landlords from an ICT & GDPR perspective
Risks, issues & support required
 Time & costs of feasibility studies for offering repairs service
commercially may not be recouped if no contracts are secured
before replacement of current systems
 Building Surveyor Role within CFM still not filled. As a result
condition surveys that form part of CFM’s core works for the
Council outsourced to NPS.
 CFM only likely to receive HRA Phase 2 commission from
Amphora if project proceeds.
Progress measure
£ net additional revenue per annum (net of direct costs)
£ net profit per annum after overhead
% of total company income that is non-Council management fee
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Forward look
 Explore potential
opportunities from reform of
HRA borrowing restrictions
on CBC capacity to develop
new homes.
 Tender to be issued for
Castle Park WC facilities.
 CFM Design Team to
receive presentation from
Fiona Duhamel regarding
Amphora Trading company
 CFM to meet with Amphora
counterparts; date tbc.
 Project Colchester – further
work dependent on board
direction.

Latest
£65k
TBC
0.93%

2018/19
target
£312k
£(8k)
2.40%

2022
target
£1.6m
£235k
2.97%
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Leadership plan
Leadership that inspires trust and confidence in CBH by 2022
Highlights
 Board effectiveness review is underway with questionnaires and
interviews held. Board meeting observed by consultant.
 Board Away day held.
 Board skills self-assessment completed, gap analysis conducted
by consultant.
 Investors in People survey results presented (not scores) in
relation to leadership, management and governance.
 Interviews held for Resident Board Member vacancy.

Forward look
 Conclusion and presentation
of Board effectiveness
review at December Board
meeting
 SMT are pulling together
their training requests which
will include identifying any
management skills gaps
within their areas.

Risks, issues & support required
 Chair tenure finishing in Nov 2019
 Chair of F&A tenure finishing in 2019
 Government consulting on potential changes to tenant scrutiny &
accountability via Social Housing Green Paper. Joint CBC/CBH
response being drafted

Progress measure
% staff confident in the Directors Management Team leadership
Stakeholder confidence in CBH’s leadership
Board skills required vs current Board Skills Matrix (1-4)
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Latest
71.5
TBC
3.4

2018/19
target
75

2022
target

3.5
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Community plan
A community enabling leader for Colchester by 2022
Highlights
 Community plan meeting held at Enoch house focusing on
developing opportunities particularly increasing partnership with
Signpost and the Wilson Marriage centre to increase adult skills
 Homelessness Prevention Charter launched and available on CBC
and CBH website
 Grants programme for community organisations (total fund £20K)
to support rough sleepers into accommodation
 Essex University has approved funding for community asset
mapping & “hot spotting” to direct resource. Work planned Nov –
March 2019)
 6-monthly reports received from Open Road, Beacon House,
Citizens Advice and Christians Against Poverty
 Presentation to Health and Wellbeing Strategic Transformation
Partnership to widen focus on Housing
 Corporate Facilities Management team has requested information
from contractors to measure social impact, with response to date
from DPL

Forward look
 Training for volunteers to
support homeless people
 Considering Neighbourhood
working – with ECC/Health
 Good neighbour awards is
opportunity to promote CBH
work in communities
 Debt and Money advice
focus to promote across
communities during
November, December and
January
 Employability focus group at
Colchester Institute

Risks, issues & support required
 Board member profiles required to cross reference links in local
communities
 Social value KPIs to be updated and approved
 Social housing Green paper incudes social value measure for
landlords – joint consultation response by CBC/CBH

Progress measure
The value of our social impact on communities
Staff survey question on CBH’s impact in the community
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Latest

2018/19
target

2022
target

8.0

8.1

8.5
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REPORT TO COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES BOARD

DATE:

1 November 2018

TIME:

7.00pm

VENUE:

The Studio Theatre at the Mercury Theatre

AGENDA ITEM:

13

SUBJECT:

Finance Assurance Report

REPORT BY:

Brian Richardson, Director of Resources
 07957 371581
 brian.richardson@cbhomes.org.uk

FOR INFORMATION
1.

Purpose of Report

1.1

To provide the Board with a high-level statement of the financial position at 31
August 2018.

2.

Recommendations

2.1

That the Board:

3.

 Notes the financial position as at 31 August 2018.
.
Background

3.1

The Management Fee Budgets are managed using a risk-based approach with a
high level of monitoring on the key risk budgets. These include salaries, premises,
SLAs and new services taken on from the Council. The salaries budget represents
over 70% of the controllable budgets and a detailed model is used to monitor this.

3.2

The Finance & Audit (F&A) Committee monitors the progress against the budgets
in detail at their meetings during the year to ensure these are effectively monitored.

4.

Review of Financial Position as at 31 August 2018

4.1

Set out below is the actual outturn on the operating budget as at the 31 August
2018.
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Current
Budget
2018-19

Profiled
budget to
31 Aug 18

Actuals to
31 Aug.18

Forecast
outturn to
31 Mar 19

(£000)

(£000)

(£000)

(£000)

Management Fee - Income

9,303

3,876

3,876

9,303

Management Fee - Expenditure

9,354

3,842

3,999

9,435

34

-123

-132

Management Fee

Management Fee – net position
Other Budgets
Capital (CBC and CBH)

8,188

3,905

3,905

8,188

Revenue (CBC)

1,577

752

673

1,577

Delegated Budgets

2,181

597

320

2,181

The key reasons for variances are as follows:
Management Fee
4.2





Recharge to CBC for additional posts supported through grant funding – to be
undertaken
Higher volume of Repairs requested at this moment in time.
Corporate Facilities, Technical & Engineering Team shortfall

Newly appointed officers have been engaged in the Housing Options team. These
posts will be supported by various grant funding sources and will be recharged half
yearly as requested by CBC.
Property Services’ repairs commitment is exceeding the profile at this moment in
time. There has been a significant increase of 864 repairs compared to the same
period last financial year. The cost of this increase is estimated at £105k. Volumes
are being analysed to ensure all requested work is revenue and not capital work and
the situation is being carefully monitored month on month.
Within the management fee expenditure there is the known shortfall in funding on the
general fund which is forecast to be £80k for the Corporate Facilities and Technical
teams. This known shortfall has reduced by £50k compared to previous reports as it
has been agreed with CBC that this recharge for Engineers time taken on Highway
Inspections will be charged directly to the Highways budget.
In the first instance this shortfall of £80k, along with the Design Team costs will be
deducted from any profits trading activity makes.
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Capital – all capital works
4.3

The committed expenditure on the overall capital budget is in line with profile at this
moment time. All programmes of work are being carefully managed to ensure the
programmes remain on target. Virements have been requested in support of
movement within budgets although there is no financial impact on the overall budget.
A number of contracts are being procured at this moment in time which will see
performance dip slightly until newly appointed contractors are up and running.
Revenue CBC Contracts

4.4

The revenue CBC void contract is under profile by £79k. This is due to lower spend
on voids at this moment in time. Further to this, agreed performance targets are not
being met and dialogue is on-going to try and resolve these issues.
Delegated Budgets

4.5

This significant variance is due to recharges and invoices from CBC not having
been received. Examples of these recharges are cleaning, utilities and grounds. A
significant amount of recharges are undertaken at year end by CBC.
Approved Carry forwards and Reserve Drawdowns

4.6

The 2017-18 approved carry forwards have been added to the budgets which are
adjusted accordingly.

5.

Risk Management

5.1

A strong financial control framework is essential for the successful delivery of the
annual budget. Monthly review of all expenditure items takes place and income
invoiced and collected in a timely manner. Any material items that may result in a
significant deviation away from target will be reported to Finance and Audit
Committee accordingly.

6.

Financial Implications

6.1

These are incorporated in the body of the report.

7.

Value for Money Implications

7.1

Successful delivery on performance targets for the year within these financial
constraints will meet the requirements of the Value for Money Strategy.

8.

HR, Health & Safety and Equality & Diversity Implications

8.1

None.

9.

Residents at the Heart

9.1

Residents are indirectly involved in budgetary control as they review our
performance on a regular basis. Our performance on standards is underpinned by
our expenditure.
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REPORT TO COLCHESTER BOROUGH HOMES BOARD

DATE:

1 November 2018

TIME:

7.00pm

VENUE:

The Studio Theatre at the Mercury Theatre

AGENDA ITEM:

14

SUBJECT:

Finance and Audit Committee – Chair’s Report

REPORT BY:

Glenn Houchell, Chair of Finance & Audit Committee

This is the first report of its kind and is in response to comments made at the Board’s
awayday on 8th October. Given the nature of the issues considered at the last
Committee meeting, this report is somewhat longer than I would hope it will be going
forward.
At its meeting on 4th October the Committee considered the following business:
Finances





CBH management fee budgets with CBC
Other CBC income and non-CBC income, related expenditure and
contributions to central overheads
CBC delegated budgets
The Company’s projected financial year-end position.

Work is on-going to improve the reporting of all non-CBC management fee (trading)
related income. There are no other significant matters to draw to the Board’s
attention.
Internal Audit
No material issues were identified from the audits that have been completed recently
nor from the implementation of previous recommendations from Mazars.
Following the Committee’s self-assessment exercise in the summer, we are
exploring ways of obtaining more value from the internal audit programme and, in
particular, to align it more closely to the Board’s strategic objectives.
Risk
We reviewed the Strategic Risks and Emerging Risks registers and had no material
concerns.
At our July meeting, we asked for more information on the Red and Amber rated
risks on the Operational Risks register. Our review identified that there were no Red
risks and a noticeable reduction in the number of Amber rated risks. The main
reason for the much improved overall picture was the identification of an issue with
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consistency across the business in terms of the relative importance of specific risks
to the Company as a whole.
The current risk management process has been in place for some years and
following our request at our July meeting, we received a presentation on how the risk
management process could be improved. This not only identified ways of addressing
the Committee’s concerns but it went further in suggesting ways that risk
management could be better incorporated into the Board’s decision making.
To implement the points made in the presentation would require a more
sophisticated approach to risk management, which we envisage would bring a
number of benefits. These would include a more objective, robust and consistent
process, and it should future proof the process and better equip the Company to
carry out its strategic aim of a much greater level of commercial activity.
However, to take it forward would involve a significant amount of work and it would
involve a further significant effort to change over from the current process.
Consequently, it was felt that this matter should receive a commitment from the
Board and close monitoring should the project (if approved) be progressed. We have
asked for this matter to be discussed at Board, along with details of some options the
Board may wish to consider for how it might wish to be involved.
Corporate insurance renewals
We have been following the renewals process and received a report on its recent
completion. There are no concerns to raise, however, we have identified some points
to consider and check for next year’s renewal.
Other matters
These included reviewing the Company’s corporate filings and the corporate policy
review timetable. We have asked that a summary list is prepared of the CBC policies
that the Company is required to adopt. Otherwise, there are no significant matters to
bring to the Board’s attention.
Fuller details of all the above are set out in the Committee’s minutes.

Glenn Houchell
Chair, F&A Committee
12 October 2018
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Minutes of the Finance & Audit Committee Meeting
Held at 5pm on Thursday 4 October 2018
In Room 1, Rowan House
Present:
Glenn Houchell
Julie Parker
Cllr Nigel Chapman
Michael Campbell
Cllr Cyril Liddy

In Attendance:
(Chair)

Brian Richardson (BR)
Sarah J Johnson (SJJ)
Alan Woodhead (AW)
Owen Howell (OH)

(Mazars)
(Minutes)

1.

Apologies for absence

1.1

It was confirmed that the meeting was quorate, with apologies from Geoff Foster.
Apologies were also received from Sharon Stephens (Head of Finance &
Performance).

2.

Minutes of the meeting held on 26 July 2018 and Matters Arising

2.1

The minutes were accepted as being a true and accurate record of the meeting
held on 26 July 2018 and approved for the Chair to sign.

2.2

Action List
In response to questions raised, OH informed Committee that Action 2.2 from the
7 June meeting should not be marked as being completed as conversations were
still ongoing with CBC colleagues as to how ongoing assurance can be provided
to Board that CBC policies are formally adopted by the CBH Board, where
appropriate.

2.3

Action 8.11 from 26 July is still being addressed and is a ‘work in progress.’

3.

Internal Audit Progress and Follow-up reports

3.1

Progress Report
On page 15, 2.1, AW explained that the delivery of 19 of the planned 89 days
was according to expectations.

3.2

AW covered the 2017/18 audit of Procurement, which had resulted in a ‘Limited
Assurance.’ He explained that this rating was the result of the Priority 1
recommendation listed on page 19 of the pack. This recommendation has been
implemented and will be revisited in the future to give assurance that it is being
followed. Committee expressed disappointment in the ‘Limited Assurance’ rating,
but also the positive that deficiencies had been identified and addressed.

3.3

BR updated the report, explaining that Recommendation 1 of the Procurement
audit (page 18) had now been implemented and actions listed had been
completed.

3.4

Committee requested further detail regarding Recommendation 5 on page 20,
including any reasons as to why we may proceed with contracts which are not
written and signed off. AW confirmed that English law did not require contracts to
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be in written form, but that it was heavily preferred and helps avoid contractual
disputes and clarifies responsibilities of the parties, and terms and conditions.
Members questioned whether standing instructions could be issued to direct
officers to ensure that a written contract is produced and agreed. This would give
clear instruction to employees, and help protect CBH from contractual disputes,
specifically defining the terms and conditions of the contracts. Action: AW to
provide Committee with an expanded explanation of the contracts in question
which led to the issuing of Recommendation 5.
3.5

AW explained that the Homelessness and Housing Advice Audit was a joint
CBH/CBC audit, paid for by CBC. For such joint audits which achieve Full or
Substantial Assurance, only recommendations applying to CBH are shown in the
internal audit report to Committee. When joint audits result in Limited or No
Assurance, more detail will be provided in the report received by the Committee
and will also include recommendations relating to CBC.
BR made the point that the Priority 1 Recommendation which had caused the
‘Limited Assurance’ rating for Procurement related to CBC rather than to CBH.

3.6

3.7

AW confirmed that all Recommendations within the Responsive Repairs Audit
had been completed, with the exception of Recommendation 6, which is oncourse to be completed before the next meeting of the Committee.
Follow-up Report
AW informed Committee that the upcoming Payroll audit should see confirmation
of completion of the outstanding recommendation from the 2017/18 Payroll audit.

3.8

BR clarified that the outstanding Recommendation relating to the 2017/18 Risk
Management Audit had been carried out at the most recent Board meeting, and
that the Company’s Risk documents would be revised to remove references to a
Board Risk Champion.

4.

Internal Audit Charter

4.1

AW presented the draft Charter. The main substantive change is the table of
Audit responsibilities (page 39 of the pack). AW confirmed that Gareth Mitchell’s
appointment to the Board did not affect his responsibilities as Chief Executive in
this table.

4.2

In response to questions regarding how Mazars benchmark their work, AW
offered to give details of this following the meeting. Action: AW to provide
information on this for circulation to Committee Members.

4.3

Committee asked whether they would receive copies of the independent quality
assurance review of Mazars’ internal audit work. Action: AW agreed to provide
copies to Committee Members.

4.4

Decision: Committee agreed the recommendation that the Charter should be
approved by the Board. AW was invited to Board on 1 November to present this.
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5.

Strategic Risk Register

5.1

There were no new or amended Strategic Risks. Red and Amber non-strategic
risks had been circulated to Members prior to the meeting.

5.2

Committee pointed out that Strategic Risk 6 (Changes in Economic & Political
environment) needed to be amended to reflect the publication of the Social
Housing Green Paper, and the removal of the borrowing cap for councils.

5.3

Committee discussed whether there should be a Brexit-related Strategic Risk.
Likely effects of Brexit had not been specifically examined, but whilst there may
be effects on suppliers, CBH is not reliant on any one contractor, conducts no
international trade and there will be minimal staffing impact, with non-UK EU
citizens working for CBH numbering in single digits.

5.4

Red and Amber operational risks
BR introduced the Red and Amber risks from the Operational Risk Register in
Appendix 3 and explained that this had been reviewed with the relevant DMT
members and a revised current score added. Using Risk 11 (Failure in
maintenance systems at Leisureworld) as an example, BR illustrated that the
scoring shown at the previous Finance and Audit Committee meeting had been
unduly high and reflected the difference in approach to risk scoring across CBH.

5.5

Decision: Members agreed it was appropriate for the Committee to scrutinize
the Operational Risk Register’s Red & Amber risks once annually.

5.6

Committee questioned whether there were elements of the Operational Risk
Register which should be deemed commercially sensitive. It was confirmed that
the Registers are internal CBH documents and that the Committee’s meeting
packs are not made public. OH agreed that care needed to be taken to ensure
that no confidential/commercially sensitive content should be published in the
open minutes, which are made available to the public.

5.7

In response to questions, SJ informed Committee that the Maytree Court sale
had not yet been completed.

5.8

Presentation on proposed development of risk management process
Br gave this presentation on his project to improve risk management at CBH,
with the following points being raised:









The current system was a great improvement on the previous one, but now needed
to be modernised to give an approach that takes risk management to a higher level.
Managers need to be given a tool kit to improve the way risks are assessed and to
bring greater consistency to risk scores
Risk identification to be objective based, focusing on the Strategic Plan Delivery
Plans, the Medium Term Delivery Plan and key targets
Risk appetite should be expressly stated against a range of risk factors in a manner
that is quantified.
A new matrix should show likelihood and severity of each risk. Board approval would
be needed for a new Risk Management Policy and Strategy, with risk management
training provided for Board.
Suggestion that a Committee working group could set out a new risk impact table
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and list of areas of risk appetite, then to be approved by full Board. Setting the levels
of risk appetite is a task for the full Board, comparing all risk areas. The executive
team would then rebuild the risk registers to reflect Board’s wishes.
Decision: OH and BR to add this topic to the agenda for the 1 November Board
meeting as a decision item. The presentation will set out the key issues and request
the formation of a working group to recommend risk impact tables and appetite
areas, with Board then approving these and setting appetite levels for each risk
appetite area. Action: BR to produce a flow chart of the suggested process, to be
shown to Board Members.
Committee noted that there may be situations where Board may choose to exceed
their set risk tolerance, where circumstances change and developments occur.
Likewise, Board must be able to reduce risk tolerance where developments cause it
to reconsider its appetite levels.

6.

2018/19 Company Insurance Renewal

6.1

SJ detailed the renewal process review and the 2018 renewal of insurance.

6.2

Committee’s discussion included:











Confirmation that alternative brokers were considered last year (including using
CBC’s broker alongside the Council), with our current broker generally seen as being
the market leader. CBC are not keen to combine the brokering of CBH insurances
with theirs. The SLA with our current broker will be re-evaluated again as several
years have elapsed since this was last done.
Cost of commercial fleet insurance has diminished, owing to a smaller fleet
(including a reduction to one pool van).
Regarding the Aviva Building, contents and material damage coverage, this includes
equipment, furniture, IT, temporary office partitions/walls and building works, all in
separate sections.
The Working Smarter project has reduced the risk of business interruptions.
Migration to cloud-based working and systems is further reducing the risk of
business interruptions. Committee stressed the need to keep considering whether
the level of insurance to cover business interruptions is appropriate, as additional
areas of trading are entered into.
As additional contracts are gained from external clients, likewise the insurance level
set for Crime/Fraud should be reviewed. It was also noted that an increase in
contracts for external work may need to be considered in order to mitigate the
increased risk of fraud. BR detailed some of the existing mitigations against the risk
of fraudulent claims.
Action: SJ was asked to check the staff contractual death benefits salary multiple to
see if this was aligned with the insurance cover multiple of three times salary, as
provided under the Chubb personal accident policy. She was also asked to check
whether life cover was provided by the pension scheme. Any insurance issues
arising were to be addressed at the 2019 renewal.

7.

CBH Financial Update

7.1

SJ assured Committee that the Finance Team were not raising any ‘red flags’
with regard to the causes of the adverse variance in the accounts, as detailed at
2.2. One contractor has gone into liquidation and some jobs re-raised with an
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alternative contractor. All individual repair jobs are logged on the Capita housing
system when raised, with details and expected cost. These logs are then closed
once the jobs completed, and Finance receive a monthly report, showing number
of jobs, cost per job and an extrapolation as to what the total spend will be by
year-end, based on jobs completed thus far.
7.2

The Property Services Capital Works budget situation would be reviewed in
September, with the CBC-requested deadline for slippage work from 2017-18 to
have been completed falling in September. Indications show that CBH is on
target to achieve this.

7.6

The value of debtors owed to CBH has, as of the end of September, been
reduced from £1.198m to £19k. The bulk of the outstanding debt was formed by
invoices for work on the Mercury which had been temporarily held back for
Cabinet approval before being paid.

7.7

SJ noted that, although 2.6 mentions the report showing profit margins for trading
(in Appendix D) this has not yet been carried out and the margins are not
included in this appendix.

7.8

SJ highlighted the current uncertainty as to the potential for CBH to gain work
from Amphora Homes.

7.9

It was confirmed that Corporation Tax (listed in Appendix C) stands at £0

8.

Governance Actions

8.1

Chair clarified that the updates to the Committee Work Plan (detailed at 3.4 of
the report) reflected endeavours to ensure that the Committee will work within its
remit and not encompass or replicate work which should take place at Board
level. This includes Board work to scrutinise Strategic Plan delivery plans,
although Board may direct Committee to scrutinise elements of these in depth
where it deems this appropriate.

8.2

Action: OH to include, in future reports, a noting of wider reputational risks
relating to external clients and potential clients.

8.3

Action: The Chair and OH to conduct an informal check as to whether
Committee is acting within and according to its Terms of Reference.

8.4

SJ confirmed that Committee would be asked to recommend the proposed CBH
budgets for 2019/20 to Board, and to recommend delegated budgets for CBC
approval. SJ further confirmed that the finances as at end of October would be
brought to Committee’s December meeting.

8.5

OH informed Committee that, following the confirmation of CBC’s meeting
calendar for next year (to be approved on 10 October), he would be starting to
construct the meeting calendar and work plans for CBH.

9.

Any other business.

9.1

There were no additional matters raised.
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There being no further business, the meeting closed at 18:34
F&A Committee Action List
Item

Action

Who

By When

BR/OH

19 Sep ‘18

Done

7 June 2018
2.2

Investigate options for reporting and ensuring
that Board adoption of CBC policies was
sought when necessary

8.3

Produce new Risk Action Plan

BR

19 Sep ‘18
After 1 Nov ‘18

4 October 2018

3.4

Provide Committee with an expanded
explanation of the contracts in question which
led to the issuing of Recommendation 5 from
the Procurement Audit.

AW

20 Nov ‘18

4.2

Provide information on Mazars’ benchmarking
of its work for circulation to Committee
Members.

AW

20 Nov ‘18

4.3

Provide copies of Mazars’ independent quality
assurance review to Members.

AW

20 Nov ‘18

5.8

Add decision item to the agenda for the 1
November Board meeting to allow Board to
discuss and approve an approach to updating
CBH’s risk management.

BR & OH

5 Nov ‘18

5.8

Produce a flow chart of the suggested process
for updating CBH’s risk management, to be
shown to Board Members.

BR

18 Nov ‘18

6.2

Check the staff contractual death benefits
salary multiple to see if this was aligned with
the insurance cover multiple of three times
salary, as provided under the Chubb
personal accident policy. Also check whether
life cover is provided by the pension scheme.

SJ

20 Nov ‘18

8.2

Include, in future reports, a noting of wider
reputational risks relating to external clients
and potential clients.

OH

20 Nov ‘18

8.3

Check that Committee is acting within and
according to its Terms of Reference.

Chair & OH

20 Nov ‘18

Yes
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2018-19 Board Forward Plan
Please note: Items highlighted in yellow will be for information only, but Board
Members are invited to raise any questions that they might have on these items at
the meeting under which they are listed.
Date

Item

Committee

Presenting

10 Dec
‘18

Complaints Policy

n/a

SIO

Confidential: Discuss production
schedule for future Annual Reports

n/a

Housing Investment Programme and
Asset Management Programme ‘19/20
presentation FOR DECISION

n/a

VFM, Tech & Investment Plan Review

21 Feb
‘19

DoH
DoPS

DoR

Wellbeing Policy

n/a

DoR

Environmental Policy

n/a

DoPS

Strategic Risk Register Review

F&A

DoR

Presentation on CBC ICT Strategy
2019

Horizon
Scanning

Kieran
Johnson

CBH Budget 2019/20 report

F&A

DoR

Housing Investment Programme and
Asset Management Programme
2019/20 (Housing Futures
Programme) FOR DECISION

DoPS
n/a

Medium Term Delivery Plan approval

n/a

SDM

Medium Term Delivery Plan Assurance
n/a
Report – Q3

DoR

Strategic Plan Assurance Report Q3

n/a

CEO

Strategic Risk Register Review

F&A

DoR

Board Member Recruitment Policy

n/a

BAO

BOP

CEO

Community Plan Review
Trading Review Confidential
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